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"The New Guinea
Highlands"
Region,CultureArea, or
Fuzzy Set?'
by Terence E. Hays
The criteriafordelineating"the New GuineaHighlands,"a funare variable,
damentalcategoryin Melanesiananthropology,
applied,withtheresultthatthereis litvague,and inconsistently
withregardto its characteristics
and its
tle clarityor agreement
is concerned,"theNew
So faras theliterature
membership.
GuineaHighlands"is a fuzzyset. The commonresortto notions
is an attemptto preservean
of"cores,""margins,"or "fringes"
essentialistapproachbutinevitablyleads to thesame confusion.
The continueduse of "theHighlands"as an analyticor theoreticarriesthe costsofmisleadingly
impliedhomogecal construct
of"exceptions,"ahistoricalreificaneity,withmarginalization
tionofsocial and cultural"traits,"and deemphasison linkages
A plea is madeherefora shiftfromstudies
amongcommunities.
to studiesofprocess-fromconcernswithwhat
ofmorphology
peopleare to concernswithwhatpeopledo.

Accordingto Mandeville (I980:549) "studentsagree on
two things about New Guinea Highlanders: they exchangepigs and theydo not conformto Africanmodels.
A good start,but clearlymoreis needed." Whatevermay
be the limits of agreementamong students,since the
have made a cottageindustryout
ig5os anthropologists
of demarcatinga "region" called "the New Guinea
Highlands" and tryingto identifyways in which "the
Highlands" can be contrastedwith "the Lowlands" and
what is to be found "there." For example, numerous
differencesin religion and cosmology have been proposed as points of contrastbetween "Highlands" and
"Seaboard" societies (Lawrence and Meggitt I965).
tells us that
More recently,Lindenbaum (I984:34I)
"from[a] larger,Melanesia-wide perspective,the New
Guinea Highlands emerges as a region in which
ritualized male homosexual experienceis notably absent"-indeed, "the broadest contrasts among Melanesian cultures emerge . . . from a comparison be-

tween the so-called semen groups of the Lowlands
and the Highland cultures in which semen is not
the ritualized stuffof life" (p. 342). Whitehead (I986)
contends that in "the lowlands" a "manhood emphasis" is to be found in fertilitycults while in "the
highlands""clanhood" is emphasized. The list of characterizationsand contrastscould be extendedthrough
social and political organization (e.g., Harrison I989)
to warfare(KnauftI990).
These few examples are perhapsthe kind of "more"
that Mandeville feels is needed, and presumablythey
are the sort of claims that she has in mind in saying
that "it makes more than geographicalsense to think

ofAnthropology
at RhodeIsland
E. HAYS iS Professor
about the Highlands as a single area" (ig80:55o). In
R.I. o02o8, U.S.A.).Bornin I942, he was ed- any event, they are indicative of how salient "the
College(Providence,
of
ofOmaha (B.A.,i966), theUniversity
ucatedat theUniversity
ofWashington
Colorado(M.A.,i968), and theUniversity
(Ph.D., New Guinea Highlands" has become as a fundamental
and ethnology categoryin Melanesian anthropologyas scholars have
interestsare theethnography
I974). His research
ofNew Guinea.His publicationsincludetheeditedvolumesEth- tried to develop explanations for social and cultural
in thePapua
Anthropologists
nographicPresents:Pioneering
phenomenawith referenceto "regions" in which they
ofCaliforniaPress,
New GuineaHighlands(Berkeley:
University
do or do not occur or in which they take particular
and,withothers,Ani992), Oceania (Boston:G. K. Hall, i99i),
forms.
in theHigh Valleys:Essayson theNew Guinea Highthropology
My concernhere is to examine the categorylabeled
lands in HonorofKennethE. Read (Novato:Chandler,i987).
The presentpaperwas submittedin finalform2 x 92.
"the New Guinea Highlands" as it has been used in
TERENCE

several recent studies that offerexplicit comparisons
of "the Highlands" with other "regions" (Lindenbaum
I984, Whitehead I986, Weiner I988, Knauft I990) or
that incorporatemajor surveysof "Highlands" societies (BrownI978, Gelber I986, Feil I987). These works
are the result of literaturesurveysfromwhich ethnographiccases have been drawn, categorizedas "Highlands" or not, and compared for selected attributes.
The criteria employed in these surveys and, consequently,theirresultingclassificationshave varied coni. Thispaperwas originally
prepared
fora working
seminarentitled
"Not in Isolation:RegionalStudiesin MelanesianAnthropology," siderably,and when their internalinconsistenciesare
heldin i99I and cosponsored
bytheWenner-Gren
Foundationfor combinedwith this variationin conceptualizationthe
Anthropological
Researchand the Field Museumof NaturalHis- situation becomes even more muddled. We find ourin selves in a position not only of wonderingwhat we
tory.I am grateful
to thosesponsorsand the otherparticipants
the seminarfora stimulating
discussionof centralissues and to
ChrisGosden,BruceKnauft,
Paul Roscoe,RichardScaglion,Robert know after all about "the Highlands" but of quesWelsch,and thefourreferees
forthisjournalfortheirveryhelpful tioningin what sense "the Highlands" is usefullyregardedas a "region" at all.
commentson earlierdraftsofthepaper.
I4I
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Delineating "the Highlands"
It mightbe supposedfromits label thata categorysuch
as "the New Guinea Highlands" is basically organized
around geographic or physical attributes,but which
on an islandwhose
"lands" are "high" is not self-evident
relief extends from tide-washed coastline to snowcapped peaks at approximately4,5Io m above sea level
in Papua New Guinea and about 4,740 m in Irian Jaya.
Nor has therebeen agreementon the question among
anthropologists.
In one ofthe earliestattemptsto delineatethe region,
Read (I954:2) proposed that "the Highlands of New
Guinea forma regionwhichis ... most simplydescribed
as a chain of valleys lying at heights of fromfourto
seven thousand feet [I,2I2-2,I2I
ml and stretching
roughlyfromeast to west across the centerofthe country."The geographerBrookfield(I96I:436) subsequently
placed "the highlandpeoples" at "between lat. 30 and
from4300 to nearlygooo
lat. 70 S., at altitudesranging

April I993

I990]),
ferred
to veryselectively[see Strathern

feet[I,303-2,727

m]invalleysofthecentralcordillera."

Bulmer(I964:39)

ofAustralian ples ofNew Guinea" (i96i:437),
extended"theHighlands

Focusingon the easternhalf of the island, Bulmer and

New Guinea" to include "those partsof the Bismarck,
Schraderand Central Ranges above 2,000 feet [606 ml
which lie on the northernfringeof the [Eastern,WestDistricts]."
ern,and SouthernHighlandsAdministrative
ForBrown(I 978: I 3), "in highlandvalleys at an altitude
of about S,000 feet (I, 5 20m), and on the slopes above
them,are the settlementsand gardensof the highlandthesevalers.Betweenthemountainrangessurrounding
leys and the New Guinea lowlands are steep slopes; the
inhabitedarea lies between 3,000 feet(goo m) and 7,000
feet(2,I00 m). This is the highlandsmarginand fringe."
Accordingto Gelber(i986:5), "[the]societiesoftheNew
GuineaHighlands. . . lie between4500 and 8ooo feet
[I,364 and 2,424 m] in altitude," and Feil, while never
explicitlydemarcatingthe spatial boundariesofthe subject ofhis recentbook, providesa map (I987:38) labeled
"peoples of highlandPapua New Guinea" which highlights"land over I200 metres."A finalexample of implicit thresholdsmay be adduced with Weiner's map
(I988:4), which suggestsSoo-i,Soo m as the "Southern
FringeHighlandsArea."
Clearly, those who have tried to bound "the Highlands" geographicallyhave taken seriouslythe implied
salience of the adjective,but just as clearlythey have
cutoffpoints,with "high" apparently
adopteddifferent
beginningas little as Soo or as much as I,300 m above
sea level.
Elevation per se appears not to be a sufficientcriterion,however,since none of the writerswhose works
are consideredhere (nor any anthropologistof whom I
am aware)routinelyincludesin "the Papua New Guinea
Highlands" the high-elevationpeoples of the Torricelli,
Finisterre,and Owen Stanley Ranges (to cite only the
most obvious candidates).Lack of contiguitywith the
central cordilleracannot account for all of the omissions. Geologically,the cordillerabeginsin the farwest
of Irian Jaya(a half of the island usually ignoredor re-

and in

Papua New Guinea it stretchessoutheastwardwell into
Milne Bay Province, including the country's thirdhighestmountain,Mount Victoria (at 4,072 m) in the
Owen StanleyRangenearPortMoresby(Kingand Ranck
Nevertheless,the StricklandGorge
n.d. [I982]:88-89).
on the west and the KratkeRange in the east are often
the effective,if not explicitlystated,east-westboundaries of consideration.Such truncationscannot be understoodas motivatedby criteriabased on reliefor concomitantvegetationor climatic patterns(see King and
96-97). Thus, Brown's(I978:2)
Ranckn.d. [i9821:92-93,
and otherenclaim that"altitude,climate,temperature,
vironmentalcharacteristicsset the highlandsapartfrom
the tropicallowlands" may be truefor"the highlands"
but it has not in practicebeen truefor"the Highlands."
When explicit reasons are given forthe exclusion of
some high-elevationpeoples,includingsome withinthe
central cordilleraitself,they tend to focus on subsistence types,staple crops,and population density.Most
influentialin this regardhas been Brookfield'sdecision,
in his reviewofthe "distribution"of "the highlandpeo-

to dropthegroupsof

"the Vogelkopto the west [in Irian Jaya]and the Kukukuku and Goilala areas to the east" because they"have
not developed the intensiveagriculturalformsthat are
the best distinguishingcharacteristicsof the highland

(I964:2I),
peoples."2Accordingto Brookfield

an addi-

tional "characteristicof these Highlands people-one
which distinguishesthem fromclosely-settledpopulationsat similaraltitudesin otherpartsofthe tropics-is
theirdependenceon root crops,and especiallyon a single root crop,the sweet potato." Thus, using "a sensu
strictoapplication. . . not merelythe peopleson the
outer slopes of the Cordillera,but also the innermontaneTelefominand Ok Sibil groupsare excluded"; using
"a sensu lato definitionit is possible to include most of
theseothermontanepeople,thoughit becomesless easy
to distinguishthese [emphasisadded] fromsome of the
adjacentlowlanderson the bases of agricultureor population density,and hence of ecological adjustment."
Brookfieldmust be creditedwith an earlierqualification (i962:252),
proposingthat the notion of a "simple
region"must be "abandoned,and replacedby a seriesof
cores showinggradationsoutward,"but the suggestion
is not a part of his main legacy in the literature.Thus,
Brown(I978:4-5) states that "the most distinctivefeature of highland culture is agriculturalspecialization,
which supportslarge concentrationsof people and periodic festivalsat which thousands of visitorsare entertainedand feasted."For Lindenbaum(i984:343), "Highland societies are . .. based on the intensiveproduction
. . . whereas
of sweet potato and domestic pig-herding,
assemblage
the smallerLowland groupstend a different

sevenfeaturesofagricultural
Brookfield
identified
2. In particular,
fallowcover,methodofclearing,
methods(dominant
groundpreparation,erosioncontrol,watercontrol,mulchingand fertilization,
as "theprincipalcriteriafordefining
a 'central
and intercropping)
highland'regionon thebasis ofagriculture"
(i962:246).
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ofcrops... accompaniedbyhuntingand fishing."How-

as exclusionofthatcase fromthe "Highlands" category.

examining "agriculturalintensification,there is certainlyno reason why cases fromthe Sepik, fromOk,
fromthehighlandfringes,or indeedfromanywhereelse,
shouldnot be chosen fordiscussion." Moreover,the distributionof sweet potato as the primarystaple crop

whateverthe constraintsimposed by the literature;for

ever,as Strathern
(I990:379)

has asserted,whenone is In some instances, assignments seem idiosyncratic

(KingandRanckn.d.[i9821:50-5

I)

matchesnoneofthe

currentdelineationsof "the Highlands," and the same
can be said forpopulationdistribution(Kingand Ranck

n.d.[i9821:20-2i).

While environmental,ecological,economic,or demographicattributesare the most common ostensiblecriteriafordemarcating"the Highlands,"in factit is rare
in the anthropologicalliteratureforsuch featuresto be
privilegedin explanationsof,or even consideredas being
ofmuch causal relevanceto, the social or culturaltraits
that are the usual foci of attention.Instead,"big man"
political leadership,ceremonialexchangesystems,clan
parishorganization,brideprice,and pigfestivalsrecurso
in characterizationsof "Highlands" societies
frequently
that they almost achieve the status of diagnosticfeatures.However,not only can one easily point to "Lowland" or island examples of such featuresbut those who
discuss them are oftenat pains to note and tryto account fortheirvariabilitywithin"the Highlands." It is
preciselysuch variability(mostsystematicallysurveyed

by Feil [I987]

but acknowledged
by nearlyall of the

scholars discussed here), as well as variationwith respect to ecological and subsistence features,that has
given rise to the increasing tendency to distinguish
"core" from"margin,""fringe,"and the like.

Who Are "Highlanders"?
Despite Gelber's (i986:3) claim that "the Highlands
have distinctgeographicalboundaries," the attributes
most commonlyused by anthropologistsin definingor
characterizing"the Highlands" as a regional category
are variable,vague, and inconsistentlyapplied. It is not
surprising,then, that the ethnographiccases assigned
membershipin it differas well.
Only rarelydo the writerssurveyedhere list the cultural or linguisticgroupsincluded in the "Highlands"
category.When theydo, the lists are sometimesinconsistentwith definingstatements.Gelber, forexample,
says (I986:6) that "the Highlands" includes the groups
"fromthe Enga in the west to the Fore in the east (the
Mendi and Huli beingthe southernmostand the Maring
the furthestnorth)"but then includes in her comparativetable (pp. i0-i i) the Tairora,who are in factlocated
east of the Fore. Most often,cases are simplyadduced
forillustrativeor analyticalpurposes,and these are too
variable to allow systematiccomparisonsof inferable
lists of groups.This is understandable,perhaps,when
surveysfocused on a single topic (e.g.,fertilitycultism
orritualizedhomosexuality)mustbe guidedbyavailable
failureto cite a givencase in a presentation
information;
of"Highlands"forms,then,cannotnecessarilybe taken

example,Knauft(I990:277)

citestheOrokaivaandTau-

ade in his surveyof "New Guinea Highlandswarfare,"
and Whitehead(i 986:87) includes the Awa and Ndumba
(southernTairora) of the Eastern Highlands Province
along with such groups as Chambri, Iatmul, Abelam,
and Arapesh in discussing the "manhood emphasis in
the lowlands." In any case, some indicationof the lack
of consensus among anthropologistsregardingthe categorizationof specificcases can be seen in explicitlabeling when it occurs. This is most obvious with respect
to the "Mountain Ok" groups,those of the "Bosavi region" and of the Karimui area, and the "Anga groups."

Craig(I990)

has recently
posedthe question"Is the

Mountain Ok culture a Sepik culture?" (forthe prior
question as to "the Sepik as a culture area," see Mead
inthenegit "roughly"
I978, BrownI99I) andanswered
ative: "the societies most like the Mountain Ok societies are to the west, in the centralrangesand foothillsof
the easternmostinteriorofIrianJaya"(p. i29). Are they,
then,"Highlanders"?For Feil, the answeris straightforward (I987:7, emphasis added): "Beyond [the "western
to thewest,are foundsocihighlandssocieties"],further
sort(forexample those of Telefomin
eties of a different
and other Ok groups),whose adaptation and cultural
emphases are unrelated to the highlands." For others,
theirambiguousstatusis made hardlyless so bywriters'
phrasings. Thus Brown includes them on her map
(I978:6) of "the highlandarea" but explicitlygrantsthe
Baktaman,Miyanmin,and Telefolminqualified membershipas "fringegroups" (p. I3). Similarly,Whitehead
considers "some Telefomin area groups" as
(I986:86)
"fringe"groups,yet later (pp. 89-95) cites Baktamanin
herdiscussionof "clanhood emphasisin the highlands."
So, too, Knauft(i990:280-8i,
emphasis added) locates
Baktaman,Bimin, Miyanmin,and Ngalumin (with the
to Atbalmin,not the Ngalum-speakersof
latterreferring
Irian Jaya)"in the fringeareas . . . west of the Papua
New Guinea highlands."
This employmentof the qualifyingadjective "fringe"
is also characteristic,although not uniformlyso, of
treatmentofthe Bosavi area or "Great Papuan Plateau."
Thus, while Brown included a chapter on the Etoro
(KellyI976) in her coeditedcollectionMan and Woman
in the New Guinea Highlands, in her syntheticoverview (I978:6) the Etoroand Kaluli are considered"fringe
groups,"as theyalso are by Gelber (I986:6), Whitehead
(I986:86),

and Knauft(i990:28i)

(thelatteraddingBe-

damini,Gebusi,and Onabasulu fromthe same area). Feil
is inconsistent,referringto the "Papuan Plateau" as
"part of the congeries of peoples recently termed
'SWNG'-southwestern New Guinea coastal fringe"
(I987:5-6,
emphasis added) but includingEtoroand Kaluli on his map (p. 38) of "peoples of highlandPapua
New Guinea" while excludingthem fromhis table (pp.
42-43) showing"languagefamilysize in highlandPapua
New Guinea." Weiner (i 988), in contrastto all of the
others,rejectsthe Bosavi peoples as "fringe"groups,in-
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cludingthem instead in his new "Mountain Papuans" studies.Variabilityin inferablelists of "Highlands" socategory.
cieties followsas a matterof course.
The Karimuiarea is a bit more confusing,withBrown
consideringthe Daribi a "Highlands fringe"
(I978:I4)
group,Feil (I987:38) placing them ambiguouslyon his "Core" and "Fringe"
map but apparentlyconsideringthem an "easternhighincluding Clearly,much of the apparentdiversityin delineations
lands" society(p. 3o), Knauft(i990:265-79)
the Polopa in his discussion of "New Guinea Highlands ofthe elevationalboundariesof "the Highlands"results
warfare,"and Weiner (i988) countingboth Daribi and fromthe variableinclusion of the "fringe"or "margin."
placedthe
Foraba(Polopa) as "Mountain Papuans." As fortheireth- Thus,Read'sproposal(I954:2), citedearlier,
emphasis added) valleysof the "centralhighlands"at I,2I2-2,I2I
m,
nographers,D. J.J.Brown (I979:7i2,
fromBrookdifferent
comparesthe Polopa to the Melpa, "anotherHighlands which is perhapsnot significantly
m or Feil's
range of I,303-2,727
people," and Wagner both contraststhe Daribi with field's (i96i:436)
(i 967:
"Highlanders"

I I)

andusesDaribisocialorganiza- (i987:38) "overi200 metres."Brown(I978:I3) seemsto

tion (I974) to answer the question "Are there social
groupsin the New Guinea highlands?"
Finally,thereare the "Anga groups,"occupyinghighly
diverseenvironmentsin theEasternHighlands,Morobe,
and Gulf Provinces.3Brown (I978:6) includes at least
some of them on her map of "the highlandarea" but
otherwise does not mention them in her survey of
"highlandpeoples ofNew Guinea." The Baruyaand the
(pseudonymous)"Sambia" are consistentlyregardedas
"fringegroups"by Lindenbaum(i984), Gelber (i986:6),
Whitehead (i986:87
[adding Yagwoia as well]), and

Knauft(i990:268).

Again,Feilseemsunableto makeup

to Baruyaand "Sambia" as "livingat
his mind,referring
the fareasternfringeof the highlands" (i987:I76) and
includingthemon his map but excludingthemfromhis
table.
We have seen, then,thatin an arguablyrepresentative
sample ofrecentanthropologicalwritingson "the Highlands" no single attribute-environmental,ecological,
demographic,social, cultural,or linguistic4-is a reliable predictorof which ethnographiccases will be included in the categoryeitherby a givenwriteror across
3. It is not uncommonforauthorsofbooksforgeneralaudiences
the"Highlands"region
to use politicalboundariesin demarcating
ofPapuaNew Guinea.Thus,Sinclair( I 97 Ixix) cites"thefourHighWesternand SouthernHighlandsandthe
landsdistricts-Eastern,
Chimbu,"justas Millerseems,judgingfromhismap(I983:I4-I5),
EasternHighlands,Simbu,Western
to employthenow-equivalent
Highlands,Enga,and SouthernHighlandsprovinces.None ofthe
whose works are examinedhere uses political
anthropologists
manner.Indeed,itmaybe worth
in thisstraightforward
boundaries
notingthatamongthe peoples sometimesconsidered"highlanders" thatare foundoutsideof the fiveprovinceslistedabove are
all ofthe
theKalam,Gende,and some Maring(MadangProvince),
WaffaandmostYagwoia
MountainOk (WestSepikand Western),
(Morobe),Polopa and some Simbari(Gulf),and some Bogayaand
Also, thereare groups,usuallynot considsome Duna (Western).
thatstraddle"highlands"and otherprovinces,
ered"highlanders,"
amongthemtheHewa (EngaandEast Sepik)andtheBeami,Sonia,
HighlandsandWestern
(Southern
andTomuRiverlanguage-groups
provinces).
based on Wurm's(i982)
tableis apparently
4. Feil's (i987:42-43)
assignmentof languagesto the "East New Guinea Highlands
Stock."A possibleunstatedlinguisticbias elsewherein theliteratureis suggestedby the factthatamongthe Papua New Guinea
groupsthatare not includedin thatstockare the MountainOk,
theAnga,the Lake Kutubupeoples,thoseoftheBosaviarea,and
contheDaribiand thePolopa-all ofthegroupsmostfrequently
Highlanders"or "MountainPapuans."
sideredeither"fringe

centerthem on i,520 m, and this would be consistent
with theirplacement on Weiner's (i988:4) map, where
the upperlimit of the "southernfringe"is i,5oo m. We
mightbe justified,then,in the inferencethat"the core"
of "the Highlands" is generallythoughtto be foundat
about i,200 m and above, with the "fringe"extending
down to 50 m in the south (Weiner)and 6o6 m in the

north(BulmerandBulmerI964:39).

However,as with "the Highlands" in general,elevation alone seems not to be the criterionfordistinguishing "core" from"fringe";indeed, some of the writers
surveyeddo not even seek to specifyelevations.Brookas we have seen, appears to assess defield(i962:253),
greeof"highlanderness"in termsofintensityofagriculturaltechniques.Othershave focusedon othercriteria.
Weiner's(I988:3) are ostensiblygeographicaland ecological: "I referto 'FringeHighlanders'as thosepeople who,
like the Mountain Papuans, live in valleys on the edge
of the central cordillera,valleys that are significantly
lower in altitudeand which consequentlyhave a markenvironment,"with "the special features
edly different
of the fringedwellers" including"low population density,broad-basedlow-intensitysubsistenceproduction,
and communal longhouse residence" (p. 2). For Knauft
(I990:268),

"peripheraland fringeareas of the New

Guinea highlands"had "much lower population densities, ample land, and placed little if any emphasis on
land acquisitionthroughwarfare."Gelber(i 986:6) views
"groupson thefringeareas oftheHighlands"as differing
"considerablyfromthe Highlandsin populationdensity,
horticulturalpractices,staple crop,relianceon hunting,
comparativeunimportanceofpigs,and lack of elaborate
exchange,as well as in ritual organizationand in their
sexual orientationand concerns." Whitehead complicates the picture somewhat by combining "fringe"
groupswith "lowlanders" in her analysis,as well as apparentlyextendingher rangebeyondthe centralcordillera (I986:84, emphasis added): "On the marginsof the
highlands,and at middle elevations throughoutthe island, distinctly smaller population clusters practice
mixed crop cultivation,modest (sometimesvanishingly
modest)pig husbandry,and foraging.These groups,often termed'fringe,'are quite variedin regardto ceremonial exchange."Feil (i987:5-6) proposessimplythatthe
people of "the highlandsofPapua New Guinea ... have,
forcomparativepurposes,been distinguishedfromthe
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so-called 'highlandfringe'groups and those of the Papuan Plateau . . . and even more so fromthe coastal
'seaboard' (particularlySepik) peoples on the bases of
geography,subsistence,language,and highlydivergent
aspects of societyand culture,"but he does not specify
the natureof the distinctionsbetween any two of these
categories.Finally,forBrown (I978: I 3) "fringe"groups
"seem mostlyto be betweenlowlandersand highlanders
in culture;many speak languages of groupsalso found
in the lowlands. They are characterizedby small and
scattered settlements and partial dependence upon
huntingand gathering."
In this arrayof characterizationsof "fringe"peoples
are common threads; in particular,"traits" such as
smallness of populations and mixed subsistence econDeferringto another
omyseem to recurmostfrequently.
occasion a systematicreviewof the ethnographicliteraturewith respectto these and othervariables,I would
say hereonlythatI findthese traitsdifficultto consider
as aptly describing the Telefolmin (Brown I978:I3;

elementsin common with one or more otheritems,but
no, or few,elementsare common to all items" (p. 575).
Common indicatorsin speech behaviorof a fuzzyset
includetheuse ofqualifyingadjectivesin labelingmembers,as when a color is called "offred" or "blue-green"
(Kay and McDaniel I978). Upon examination,such usages point the way to the identificationof exemplarsas
"a prototype(clearestcases, best examples of the category)and nonprototypemembers, with nonprototype
memberstendingtowardan orderfrombetterto poorer

ofthe curIfthe worksreviewedhere are representative
rentstate of comparativestudiesin Melanesian anthropology(and I believe theyare in manyrespects),it would
seem that one of the fundamentalcategoriesused in
such comparisons-"the New Guinea Highlands"-is
employed with little consistencyor clarity.However
fundamentalit may be to anthropologicaldiscourseand
however much we may act as if it correspondedto
a "real region," its use does not resemble that of
what cognitivepsychologistscall "basic categories""information-rich
bundles of perceptualand functional
attributes. . . that formnaturaldiscontinuities"in the
world(Roschet al. I976:385). Indeed,it does noteven
seem to be a categoryin the traditionalsense of that
termin set theory-a "logical bounded [entity],membershipin which is definedby an item's possession of a
simple set of criterialfeatures,in which all instances
possessingthe criterialattributeshave a full and equal
degree of membership"(Rosch and Mervis I975:57374). Instead, "the New Guinea Highlands" as used in
anthropologicaldiscourse exemplifieswell what cognitive psychologistswould call a "fuzzyset." In fuzzy-set
of a word [orphrase]
theory(Zadeh i965), "the referents
need not have common elements in orderforthe word
to be understoodand used in the normalfunctioningof

and
by the groupingof societies into "core" (prototypic)
"fringe"and like extensionsof categorymembership.
elaborate"the Highlands"cateWhenanthropologists
gory to accommodate prototypic("core") cases and
("fringe")extensionsthroughfamilyresemblances,they
do not therebyresolve all of the definitionalcomplexities that this categoryentails. This is only partlybedecause differentwritersstill sort cases differently,
pending on which attributesthey highlightand how
carefullytheyapplythem.In fact,thereis probablysubstantialagreement,at least regarding"the core." While
groupsthatbelongto the "core" have largelyto be identifiedthrougha process of elimination (coming down
to those that are not designatedas "fringe")or by the
frequencyof theiruse as main exemplars,one could say
that the language groups called Enga, Melpa, Kuma,
Chimbu, and those clusteredaround Goroka and Kainantu are the ones most oftenregardedunambiguously
as "Highlanders."5One importantcomplicationis suggested by the popularityof what mightbe called "the
continuum game," recentlyplayed most comprehensivelyby Feil (i987) in his designationof several main
"societal configurations"distinguishedon the basis of
their variable elaboration of ceremonial exchange or
other"traits."When such continuaare developed,even
"core"/groupsare treatedas constitutingchains of societies linked throughfamilyresemblanceswith respect

examples"(RoschandMervisI975:574).

The "mostpro-

totypicalmembers... are those which bear the greatest
familyresemblanceto othermembersoftheirown categoryand have the least overlap with other categories"
being "a functionof the
(pp. 598-99), "prototypicality"
cue validity [or predictiveutility]of the attributesof
items" (p. 599).
With respect to "the New Guinea Highlands," it
seems clearfromtheusages reviewedabove that,despite
attempts to specify attributes (elevation, population
WhiteheadI986:86; Knaufti990:268), the Baruyaand density,agriculturaltechniques, staple crops, settle"Sambia" (LindenbaumI984; Gelber I986:6; Whitehead ment types,or social institutionssuch as ceremonial
assignsocietiesto "the
Knauft i990:268), the Awa and exchange),when anthropologists
I986:86; Feil I987:I76;
southernTairora (Whitehead I986:87), and the Kewa, Highlands"these attributesare less oftentrulydiagnostonameonly tic than loosely employed,with weightingson sliding
andHuli (Knauft
i990:268),
Wola,Maring,
some of the purportedly"fringe"groups.
scales. Thus, "the class of definingattributesthat constitutesthe intensionof the termis not a class of attributes thatare severallynecessaryand jointlysufficient,
"The New Guinea Highlands" as a Fuzzy Set but a 'polythetic group' or 'imperfectcommunity"'

language"(Roschand MervisI975:574-75).

Rather,"a

(AtranI990:54).

Thatthisis evidenttomostis indicated

familyresemblancemight be what [links]the various
referentsof a word. A familyresemblancerelationship
consists of a set of items of the formAB, BC, CD, DE. 5. Knauft(I990:275) is probablyidiosyncraticin consideringSiane
not "fringe."
That is, each item has at least one, and probablyseveral, ''non-core"butapparently
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to one attributeor another.A second complicationis
illustratedby the diversityto be foundwithinlanguage
groups, especially in the north, such as "Enga" and
"Melpa" (hence my use of quotation marks). While
in most discussions "the Enga" really means Mae or
Raiapu Enga, a cautionaryremindermay be found in

"exemplarytexts" regardingthe "Enga," "Melpa," and
"Chimbu," with their"big men," ceremonialexchange
systems,and challenges to or refinementsof "African
models" of descent,have come to represent"the Highlands."7
But clearly those who invest considerableenergyin
ofa "cul- tryingto establish contrastsbetween "the Highlands"
(I974:475-87) carefulcharting
Dornstreich's
tural typology of Enga-speakingpeoples," in which and other "regions" and then theoreticallyto account
he distinguishes "Central" from "Intermediate" and forthem believe that theyare doing more than merely
"Outer Enga," with the lattertwo kinds of "Enga" al- employingan arbitraryprofessionalsortingdevice. In
most certaincandidatesfor"fringe"status at best. The these "postmodern"times, it is perhapsnot surprising
same could be said fornorthern"Melpa," whose ecologi- that none of the writersdiscussed here uses the oldfromthatofbetter-known fashionedterm "culture area," yet it would seem that
strikingly
cal situationdiffers
"Melpa" groupsaround Mount Hagen, leading Gorecki when theywriteof"the Highlands"vs. "the Lowlands,"
and Gillieson (i989) to include them in the northern etc., they are in fact invokingthat concept: "Culture
areas are geographicalterritories
in which characteristic
"Highlandfringe."
culturepatternsare recognizablethroughrepeatedassociations of specifictraits and, usually, throughone or
The Utilityof "the New Guinea Highlands" moremodes ofsubsistencethatare relatedto theparticular environment"(Ehrichand Henderson I968:563). I
Many anthropologistswill perhapsbe neithersurprised will not rehearsehere the problemswhose cumulative
nor troubledby the resultsof my review.6Feil (i987:6)
weightplayed a large part in the near disappearanceof
seems content with "the rathervague concept of the the term "culture area" fromcontemporaryanthropohighlands as a cultural-ecologicalunit," and Brown logical discourse (at least outside of pedagogical conconcedes that "the regionwhich we consider texts,whereit still thrives),but it is worthnotingbriefly
(I978:i8)
here has no precise physical boundary,and any social a few of the costs incurredby the attemptsso far to
cuttingsocial linkagesand employ"the New Guinea Highlands"as a theoreticalor
boundarywould be arbitrary,
traderoutes." For all its "fuzziness,"it is virtuallycer- analyticalconstruct.
tain that "the New Guinea Highlands" will remain,in
First,such usages misleadinglyimplygreaterenvironsome sense, a "region" in which some people do their mental, social, and cultural homogeneitythan can be
research and about which much will continue to be demonstratedeven within the prototypicmain exemwritten-if forno otherreason because of the social or- plars such as the "Enga," "Melpa," or "Chimbu."8 As

ofourdisciplineor,as Fardon(I990:24)
ganization

views some(e.g.,Strathern
I990)

havepointedout,the"High-

it, because "regionalismis so pronounceda featureof land" groupsof Irian Jaya,where ceremonialexchange
systems appear to be rare or absent, are routinelyigour professionalpractice."As he elaborates:
nored,a failingthat is doubtlessattributableat least in
Regionalfactorsinfluencethe entry(in the broadest
part to the fact that much of the relevantliteratureis
to a fieldthatis necessense) of the ethnographer
published only in Dutch or German. But even within
sarilypre-imagined,the circumstancesunderwhich
Papua New Guinea apparentexceptionsto depictionsof
fieldworkwill be carriedout, the issues which have
the most celebratedcases are marginalizedby creating
been preconceivedas appropriateand pressing,and,
"fringes" or "Mountain Papuans" and then treating
in writingup, the canons of adequate reportingand
themas ifit were theythatrequiredsome special explathe audience to whom, in partat least, the work
nation.
will be addressedand whose opinionswill be the
Second, "Highlands societies" are frequentlypormost telling.
trayed,individuallyand collectively,with little if any
Unquestionably, in Melanesian studies, "the New considerationof the antiquityor historicalstabilityof
Guinea Highlands" has come to have such influences, the "configurations"or institutionsattributedto them
and those influencesextend "outside the narrowcircle (or to theirfoils in "the Lowlands" or wherever).While
ofregionalspecialists.The mostpervasiveoftheseis the
projectionfornon-specialistsofregionalrepresentations 7. In urbancentersof Papua New Guinea hailan (Tok Pisin for
(oftenvia exemplarytexts or, as commonly,secondary "highlands")is in frequentuse as an ethnicmarker.In myexperirescensionsof them)which establishan image of place ence, this expressionoftenconnotesor is used interchangeably
with"Hagen"or "Simbu"(Chimbu),justas Bougainvilleans
in the
in terms of particularproblematicswhich it typifies" I960s came to formimages of "Highlanders-ofwhom the
Thus, for many anthropologiststhe Chimbuservedas the prototype"(Nash and Ogan I990:7). The
(Fardon i990:26).

growingliteratureon ethnicityin the Pacific(see, e.g.,Linnekin
and Poyeri990) offersmanyfascinating
examplesof "regional"
6. An analysissuchas thisone couldbe carriedout forother"cul- identitiesbuiltin nonacademicdiscourseupon "fuzzysets."
areoftenthebasisofcultural
tureareas"thataredoubtlessas "fuzzy"as "theNew GuineaHigh- 8. Suchimplicationsofhomogeneity
Coast," "Melanesia," stereotypes
(e.g., "flamboyant"and "bellicose" yet "pragmatic"
lands," suchas "Amazonia," "theNorthwest
as Herzfeld(i984) has pointedout in relationto anand "Polynesia"(Thomas i989); see also Knauft's(I993) superb Highlanders),
otherquestionable"culturearea,""theMediterranean."
dissectionof"SouthNew Guinea."

HAYS

it may be as difficultto conceive of"Highlands"peoples
withoutsweet potatoes as of "Plains Indians" without
horses,in both cases we are dealing with adoptionsno
morethana fewcenturiesold. Feil (I987) has been attentive to pre-Ipomoeaprecursorsso far as crops and agriculturaltechniquesare concerned,but he bases his social reconstructionsprimarilyon what we know from
the "ethnographicpresent."With respectto the latter,
fewhave consideredwith any seriousnessthe degreeto
which featuresoftenregardedas diagnosticof "Highlands societies," such as large-scale ceremonial exchange and "big man" leadership,were affectedif not
createdby the colonial process (cf.Hughes I978).9
Third, at the same time that writersare imprecise
and inconsistentwith each otherin drawingthe spatial
boundaries of "the Highlands," their descriptionsand
analysespersistin treatingthe societies as iftheyor the
"region" as a whole could be understoodin isolation.
This view can be traced to the firstdecade or so after
the "openingup" of "the Highlands"to anthropologists.
Thus, Read (I954:2) declared: "The Highlands of New
Guinea forma regionwhich is moreor less isolated geographicallyfromthe surroundingcountrybyhighmountain ranges," and Watson (i964:2) extended the point
beyondmere geography:"The pre-i930 isolation of the
Highlandshas provento be more than a question of the
lack of reportsby literateexplorers.... the area is anthropologicallya good deal more than a regionby default.The conditionsthatisolated the Highlandsappear
to have given it a distinctivecharacterreachingwell
back into time." Perhapssuch statementswereintended
only to stress the fact that fieldworkerswere encountering,in the I950S and early I96os, societies that contrastedin many ways with those of the better-known
"Lowlands" and islands. But, in any case, the image of
"Highlandpeoples" as "isolated" has doubtlesshindered
our understandingof them.

Brown(I978:29)

has acknowledged
that"the small

communities and fragmentedgroups of the fringe
area . . . have always been intermediariesand traders,
bringingnew ideas and techniques into the highlands
fromthe outside." But few attemptshave been made so
farto document systematicallyor include in explanatoryeffortsthe "social linkages and trade routes" involved(BrownI978:I8). Yet it was precisely
suchlinkages and routes that connected "the Highlands" with
the northcoast and even areas beyondNew Guinea in
trade in bird plumes (Healey I980) and in shells and
othermarine products (Hughes I977), the diffusionof
tobacco (Hays i990), and the movement(withlocalized
transformations
and permutations)of cults (Hays I986).
It may even be, contraWatson above,thatsuch linkages
have been instrumentalin the development of what
commonalities can be observed in many "Highlands"
societies.As Brookfield(I990:69, emphasisadded)notes
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in criticismof Feil (I987) but with implicationsforall
of us, much recentwork
ignoresthe wider question of relationswith the
people of the lowlands and with otherhighlanders
throughthe lowlands which are posed by the remarkablesimilaritiesbetweenhighlandpeoples several hundredkilometresapartand with no possible
contactwithinthe cordillera.It is simplynot possible to writea credibleaccount of the evolutionof
highlandPapua New Guinea societies in isolation.
If "the Highlands," "fringes,""the Lowlands," and
other commonplace abstractionsare to signifysomethingmorethangeographicalregions,we need attention
to all ofthese caveats,but at minimumwe need explicit
statementsofprincipledcriteriaforboundingsuch categories,and we need to apply them in such a way that
both inclusions and exclusions are clearly motivated
and consistentlyexecuted.This does not mean thatconwill necessarilyresult,forthe crisensus or uniformity
teria and resultingsortingswill inevitablydepend, at
least in part,on factorsextrinsicto "the region"itself.
As "big men" vs. "great men," ritualizedhomosexuality, and sexual antagonismgo in and out of vogue as
theoreticalfoci, "core," "fringe,"and "continua" will
doubtlesscontinueto be identifiedin termsofattributes
or considerationsthat are particularto the agenda of
the researcher.Anthropologistsare human beings,and
models,afterall,
"fuzzy-set"and "prototype/extension"
strategy
flow from a general information-processing

(Atran1990:55):

Prototypesfacilitatethe patterningof inputforuse
in memoryand forone's actual dealingswith the
day-to-dayworldby describingsimilaritiesamong
particularlyuseful,salient or familiarclustersof exemplars.Prototypicalpatterningis thus contingent
on memoryand use. Because memoryand use are
influencedby context,prototypicalpatterningtransformsin accordancewith changes in historyand society,with the extentand natureof such transformations varyingas much as individualsand cultures
vary.
Definitionalissues will remain,then, and boundary
disputeswill be a continuingfeatureof any "essentialist" approach to the peoples and societies of New
Guinea and Melanesia. But quests forthe "traits" that
trulydistinguish"Highlanders"from"Lowlanders"and
for their correlatesfromwhich explanations for such
differences
can be developed are not the only kinds of
explorationsthat can be conducted.
From Morphology to Process

Essentialistapproachesto "the New Guinea Highlands"
as a "region"have reliedupon the categorizationofsoci9. Even morerecently,it was only in the I970S thatthe Irakia
aspect." Thus,
Awa beganto intensify
pigproduction
forpurposesofceremonial eties in terms of their "culture-bearing
exchange(Boyd.I 98 5); perhapsthiswill be sufficient
forWhitehead "core"/and "fringe"groups,like "ethnic groups,"have
(i986:87) to elevatethemto "Highlander"status.
been distinguished"by the morphologicalcharacteris-
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tics ofthe culturesofwhich theyare the bearers"(Barth "the Highlands fringe"to academic equality with "the
In this approach,"differences
i969:i2).
in groupsbe- true Highlands" but as an indication of how little any
come differencesin trait inventories;the attentionis such categories help us when we shift our attention
drawnto the analysis of cultures,not of ethnic organi- from social morphologyto social process-in other
zation."
words, from nouns to verbs. I am proposinghere a
An alternativeprogramwould take as its primaryob- changeoffocusfromwhat people are to what people do
ject the social linkagesthatare in dangerofbeingother- (e.g.,trade,engagein ceremonialexchange,intermarry,
wise obscured.In Barth's terms(i969:i5), "the critical fight)or,indeed,do not do. Such a shiftcan, in fact,help
focus of investigationfromthis point of view becomes us arriveat betteranswers to both kinds of questions,
the ethnicboundarythatdefinesthe group,not the cul- for,as Barth(i969:io) has argued,"ethnic distinctions
tural stuffthat it encloses." With attentionto bound- do not depend on an absence of social interactionand
aries and linkages,the "fringes"assume criticalimpor- acceptance,but are quite to the contraryoftenthe very
tance. One example of the kinds of linkages that have foundationson which embracing social systems are
in fact long characterizedthe actual situationis to be built."These systems,such as thosedisclosedbystudies
foundin the traderoutesreferred
in cults withinparticulargeographito above byBrown.As of transformations
in Healey's study(I980) oftheplume tradeand Hughes's cal regions (e.g., Knauft I985, Stratherni99i)
or the
(I977) regarding
salt, pigments,pottery,stone tools, and "communityof culture" suggestedby linkages among
shells, in my own ongoinginvestigationof the spread diverse language-groupson the north coast of New
of tobacco and smokingin New Guinea and the social Guinea (Welsch,Terrell,and Nadolski i992), can incoror boundaries
poratedeliberatelymaintaineddifferences
dynamics
bywhichit was effected
(see,e.g.,HaysI990),
categories such as "Highlands," "fringe,"and "Low- as well as those thatmaybe productsofvaryingenvironlands" are irrelevant.Thus, speakingonlyofPapua New ments,resources,or local histories.It should be apparGuinea, I can now demonstratethe existence of trade ent thatsuch systemscan onlybe discoveredand undernetworks involving tobacco which linked northern stood by tracingout the connectionsand boundariesof
Chimbu with the Ramu Valley and Mae Enga with the particularkinds of interaction-in what are sometimes
Sepik foothills.In the south, I am able to document a called "village-outward"studies-rather thanbyimposvast systemthat joined the Huli with the peoples not ing a prioria gridof traitsto demarcatea "region."
Put simply,the "ethnic groups" of "the Highlands,"
onlyofthe Bosavi area and the StricklandPlain but also
ofareas to the east as faras Lake Kutubu,the Kikoriand "fringe,"and "Lowlands" have longbeen engagedin numerous and wide-rangingnetworksof interaction,but
Turama Rivers,and the south coast.
How can such linkageshave escaped our attentionfor the result has not been homogeneityor uniformity.
and others Why not? Whichever "region" interestsus most and
so long?To be sure,as Brown(I978:28-29)
(e.g., Weiner I988) have noted, much of our detailed howeverwe choose to defineit, we must wonderwhy
knowledgeof such peoples as those on the "southern it is not larger.Of course,constraintsimposed by envifringe"has come only fromrecent fieldwork(though ronment,climate, and disease may be a part of the anthekeyrole swerso faras some traits(e.g.,subsistencebase and popWilliamslongago [1I940-4I] demonstrated
in
Lake
those
the
area
in
Kutubu
playedby
linkingthe ulation density) are concerned (BrookfieldI964), but
southernhighlandswith the south coast). But this re- what about the rest?Ifit is people as much as "Nature"
cency of attentionto the "fringegroups"may itselfbe that create,maintain,or ignoreboundaries,we need to
due less to the fact that "they are sparselydistributed know how and why,and forthat we need new ways of
in relativelyinaccessible areas" (BrownI978:29) thanto framingour questions.
an essentialistview of such societies as "peripheral"or
"marginal"in more than a geographicalsense.10
These remarksare intendednot as a plea forelevating

Comments

has remindedme PAULA BROWN
io. RichardScaglion(personalcommunication)
to the east of New
of a parallelin the historyof anthropology
W. I2th St.,New York,N.Y. iooii-8527, U.S.A.
Guinea,wheresome partsofMicronesiaand theSolomonIslands 59
XI
5
92
as "PolynesianOutliers."Suchmarginhavelongbeencategorized
fromthe viewpointof Central
alizationmay be understandable
butfrom I must respond,formy name has neverbeforebeen cited
Polynesia,withits largechiefdomsand even kingdoms,
the situationcan look quite different so manytimes in such a shortspace. Hays can fairlysay
perspective
a prehistorian's
"Ironicallyenough,we are now beginning
(Terrelli986:i2o-21):
to see thatthe trueoutliersof the Polynesianrealmmaynot be that the centralhighlandsof Papua New Guinea, as a
region,was inventedin the i950S
ofMel- geographical-cultural
communities
foundon thefringes
thePolynesian-speaking
anesia and Micronesiaafterall. If thereare outliersin the Pa- andI96os. Read(I954) was certainly
influential.
Historcific-places offthebeatenpathand awayfromthemainarenaof ically,it mightalso be said that it is a regionby virtue
realPolynesianoutliersare morelikelyto
Pacificprehistory-the
afterI930.
situatedat of discoveryand settlementby Europeans
havebeenthoseislands,largeandsmall,geographically
aboutI946-50 I think,when"CenthedistantcornersofthegreatPolynesiantriangle:Hawaii,New Therewas a period,
tralHighlands"was a districtand thename used to idenZealand,and EasterIsland."
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tifythe area. I can rememberthe firsttimeI heardabout sexual antagonism,gender,inequality,leadership,law,
the highlands:In I956 I had just arrivedin Canberra. marriage,initiation,sorcery,and history,in additionto
The newlyformedAssociationofSocial Anthropologists generalessays and books which coverall or partofMel(Australianbranch) broughttogetherAustralians who anesia.
It may be no more than a conveniencein defininga
had recentlycompletedfieldworkin the highlands;the
discussion,typicalforsocial anthropologyof the time, regionforteachingpurposes and researcharea identificenteredon terminologyfordescent,groups,and com- cation-textbooks, the organizationof lecturesand assignments,reviewersof researchproposals and manumunities.
At the AustralianNational Universitythe Nadel pro- scripts-but I thinkthat the highlandsmay have more
gram,to be honoredposthumously,was to focus on the in common than some otherpurportedregionsin MelNew Guinea highlandsbecause of the concentrationof anesia.3 Highlands intensificationof agriculturehas
populationand the excitementofstudyingpeople whose combinedsweet potato subsistencewith pig raisingto
areas, social systems,and responseto contact could be make massive feastspossible in the area fromChimbu
traced while Australia broughtthem into the modem to Enga and again in some sections of West Irian. This
world.The ANU was thencompeting(ifI may let it out) pig-feastregion4is surelynot a continuousarea and not
with anthropologicalresearchprogramsat Sydneyand commensuratewith the highlands,as the EasternhighWashington(and Mick Read soon went there);research lands are mostly left out.5 Anthropologistshave made
and writinggrew quickly. There were also some geolo- some progressin definingSepik and Massim cultural
gists,geographers,mission anthropologists,and others regions,which, like the highlands,seem to be convestudyingthe region.I got my chance forChimbu field- nientcategoriesforteachingunits,symposia,and essay
work on social organization and social and political collections.Is that a good enough reason?
will perhapsbe neiHays says,"Many anthropologists
change a year or two later; at that time Harold Brookfield and I joined to study agriculture,land use, and thersurprisednortroubledby the resultsofmyreview."
He is right.As researchin these interstitialareas (that
economy.
The I964 papers edited by JimWatson were a major is, betweenthe "seaboard" and the highlands)has been
step in establishingthe region,and thendefiningpapers published,we have learnedtwo importantthingsabout
byMeggitt,Brookfield,and all the restdrovethe region- relationsbetweenthe highlandspeoples and theirneighalism ahead. The "fringe"(Mountain Papuans, Ok, and bors.The firstis the importanceof tradeand the moveAnga) was hardlyknown. Irian Jayawas a key area of mentofmaterialsand goods (Hughes I977); agriculture,
studyin the I950S and I960s underthe Dutch; afterit pigs,and sweet potatoes were surelycrucial in making
became partofIndonesia,researchpermitsweredifficult highlandsculture.The second is the extentand imporor impossible to obtain, and Anglophoneanthropologi- tance of intergrouprelationships-exchange relations
cal researchperseveredin Papua New Guinea. The lin- which cross regionaland linguisticboundaries,the deguistic studies of Wurm began at the same time as sireforand acceptanceofnew practices,includingcults,
Brookfield'sand mine (we shared a Jeeppurchasedby and paymentto outsidersfor the privilegeof holding
the ANU in i958).1
certainceremoniesor rituals.Throughthese studieswe
"Core" or "center" was variouslydefinedand mostly may downplay the artificialcategories erected in the
confinedto Australian New Guinea, which differenti- past generationand gain an understandingofintergroup
ated highlandsfrom"fringe."As late as the mid-I970s connections.
about them,
I could findlittleethnographicinformation2
I think,however,that Hays and I may want to draw
forthese areas were accessible to researchersonly after different
conclusions.He is dissatisfiedwith fuzzysets,
the Australianadministrationhad establisheda patrol while I would now ask: what purposewould be served
post. There are still few road connectionsto much of by clear ones? Ifwe attemptto createexclusiveregional
the area.
categoriesand culturetraitlists,we falsifyall we know
If,then,we had inventeda categoryor culturalregion, of culturalinfluencesand change,relationswith neighwhat could have been the rules forinclusion and exclu- bors,and interculturalinteractions.
sion? None of the volumes of collected regionalessays,
even those with "New Guinea Highlands" in the title,
were restrictedto what is now recognizedas the central 3. Whenwe held the symposium"Man and Womanin the New
Association
Highlands.I can thinkof over a dozen such collections, GuineaHighlands"at theAmericanAnthropological
on topics as wide-rangingas politics,religion,kinship, meetingin I974,therewere severalpaperswhichwere not ini. This workestablisheda languagephylumwhichincludedsome
peoplesin IrianJaya,and my comparativediscussionsoftenincludedthese.
editorhiredbyCambridge
University
Pressat first
2. A manuscript
with
attempted
to integrate
mydiscussionof"fringe"
(I978:28-39)
thegeneraltext.I wonderwhatwouldhave been themeaningof
"Highlands"ifI hadnotobjectedto thisreorganization
andinsisted
thatmychapterbe reinstated.

cludedin the laterpublication,and Kelly'spaperwas addedto it
I976). Perhapswe shouldhavechangedthe
(BrownandBuchbinder
RhodaMetrauxprotested
that
title.At thetimeofthesymposium,
in symposia,withtheSepik
thehighlandsseemedoverrepresented
and she organized,a Sepiksymposium(Meleftout; I suggested,
traux I978).

4. Anotherway to look at it is Feil's (I987), whose continuum
peaksin theEngaTe pig exchange.
5. If largefeastswere held in the easternarea beforeintensive
contact,theyhave not persisted.I wonderifthe influenceof the
Seventh-Day
Adventistmissioncan have beendecisive.
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Hays does Melanesian studies a service by examining
ways in which Melthe inconsistentand contradictory
anesianists have used the term "New Guinea Highlands." His paper should promptthem to think more
carefullyabout the terms they use. He argues persuasivelythat"the Highlands"is a fuzzyor polytheticcategory,but I am a littlebotheredby his apparentlyassuming that such categoriesare Bad Things and need to be
expunged from anthropologicaldiscourse. Surely, the
point that cognitive psychologistssuch as Rosch are
makingis thatvirtuallyall human thinkingis done (and
done verysuccessfully)in termsofprototypesand fuzzy
sets. All conceptsin anthropologywould probablyturn
out upon analysis to be just as fuzzy.In short,while I
agree that we need to think more carefullyabout the
categorieswe use, I do not accept that we should tryto
stop thinkingin categoriesaltogetheras Hays seems to
suggest.But of course we must suspend judgementon
his approachuntil he demonstratesits superiority.
Hays's objection to the use of "Highlands" as a constructis that it has led ethnographersto misrepresent
thesesocietiesas homogeneous,ahistorical,and isolated
fromthe outside world. Althoughnot a Highland specialist myself,this seems to me unfair.I doubt that
will agreethattradenetmanyHighlandethnographers
workshave up till now "escaped our attention"or that
few have consideredwhetherbig men and large-scale
ceremonial exchange "were affectedif not created by
the colonial process." A non-Melanesianistreadingthis
article could gain the impression that New Guinea
Highland ethnographyhad been stuck theoreticallyin
the I940S and I950S until the publicationof this paper.
Hays seems to some extentto have "essentialised" the
Highland ethnographers,imputingto them that very
homogeneity,changelessness,and isolation which he
accuses them of attributingto the Highland societies
themselves.

about the frameworkfor comparison,mostly touched
upon only in passing, since the focus of most publications is on something else, have been widely neglected-except that those who studymaterial expressions of culturecomparativelyhave neverbeen able to
avoid them.
Tiesler (I990) offersan admirableattemptat systematic classificationof New Guinea art and an excellent
scholars(since Haddon I984)
summaryofhow different
have approachedthisproblem.Some ofthese anthropologistshave taken "style" as a startingpoint(e.g.,Speiser
I937,

and Speiserhas relatedstylesto
I951),
Gerbrands

historicalclassifications.Anotherapproach links considerationsofstyleprimarilyto geography(BiihlerI 96 1).
Tiesler points out that since Buihlertherehas been no
attemptto develop theoreticaland methodologicalconceptsforclassifyingartin New Guinea. In his introduction he formulatesthe problemon a generallevel: "Die
fuirdie Vielfalt
Erarbeitungvon Gliederungsprinzipien
(I 990:23 5). I thinkthisis thecrucial
derErscheinungen"
questionforthose who do not want to limittheirefforts
to one specific culture. How can we work out principles ofclassificationforthediversityofculturalphenomena?
If we acknowledgethat this question is legitimate,a
largerangeofpossibilitiesarises. Hays's suggestionthat
shiftthe focus "fromwhat people are to
anthropologists
what people do" is simply one possibilityof many for
structuringthe continuum of cultural phenomena the
betterto understandcertainaspects of it. It is obvious
that any classificationinvolves the constructionof a
gridto distinguishbetween aspects to be comparedand
others.Therefore,our attentionshould shiftfirstand
foremostto methodologicalquestions: whywe classify,
what criteriaand methods we use to attain this goal,
and,finally,whetherthe systemofclassificationchosen
is consistentlyapplied. "Commonsense abstractions"
such as "the Highlands,"their"core,"and their"fringes"
are classifications.If more attentionhad been paid to
methodology,the comparisonofcultureswould perhaps
have produced classificationsin "the Highlands" that
made more sense.
In shiftingto "what people do" Hays identifieshis
complex reality,but this apperspectiveforstructuring
proachis not new forNew Guinea. Again, Tiesler pubHAUSER-SCHAUBLIN
BRIGITTA
lished (in German and thereforeprobablyunintelligiInstituteof Ethnology,Universityof Gottingen,
ble to most anthropologistsworkingon New Guinea)
Theaterplatz15, D-3400 G6ttingen,Germany.2 XI 92
a large-scaleregional analysis of tradingand exchange
The more I read Hays's paper the less I could refrain networks along the north coast of New Guinea in
It answersthequestionwhatsocialprocesses
fromsmiling.His brilliantanalysis of how anthropolo- I969-70.
gists have dealt with "the New Guinea Highlands" lead to the developmentof a culturearea and how one
can be geographicallydefinedon the basis of complex
amuses me, but the questions he raises are sobering.
The expression"culturearea" is simplyout offashion intertribalrelationshipsdependingon the goods traded
forboth modernistand postmodernistanthropologists, and exchanged.Apart fromthis kind of analysis there
similarities
even thoughmost of them obviouslyhave a similarno- are manyotherpossible ways of identifying
the
most comof
cultures.
One
between
and
differences
At
it
seems
a
of
mind
in
in
least,
tion
"region."
speaking
monly used is "languages" and their interrelations;
thatnone of them has a betterconcept to offer.
Detailed and systematiccomparativestudieson New these classifications,often taken as mirroringreality,
Guinea have become fewer and fewerin the past 2o are constructed,too, mainly on principlesof lexicostayears. Thus, methodologicaland theoreticalquestions tistics.A furtherway would be to ask people how they
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classifythemselvesand others.And even if we go back
to the notion of cultureareas and traits,it is no longer
in order to make cumulative lists of identical material objects throughoutan area. Askingquestions about
and "breaks"
transformations,
similarities,differences,
(Briiche),as I have triedto do with ceremonialhouses
in northemNew Guinea (i989), reveals new insights
thatcannot be achieved otherwise.
Therefore,I wonderwho mightbe able to decide what
kindofclassificationis therightone withouttakinginto
considerationthe context and the purpose for which
such studies are made.
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warfare,ceremonial exchange,and political leadership,
whichare moreobviouslybehaviors?The Awa practiced
warfare(Hayano I974), as did the Hageners,Simbu,and
others,but there are vast qualitative and quantitative
differencesamongst them. A simple "absence of/presence of" codingof behaviorsto discernwhich activities
mightbe characteristicof Highlands,fringeareas, and
Lowlands as fuzzysets will producesimilaritiesthatare
that are critical.
superficialand mask differences
In a sense Hays's paper is an anachronism.His issues
should have been raised 30 years ago, or earlier,soon
after the Highlands first opened to anthropologists.
Granted,the data were not complete then,and looking
at these newly discoveredpeoples as a continuumfrom
DAVID
M. HAYANO
the coast was apparentlynot as importantas portraying
them as remote and untouched. That was the bias of
DepartmentofAnthropology,CaliforniaState
Calif.91330, U.S.A.27 x 92
University,
Northridge,
anthropology.Part of this bias also shows in Hays's paper in the discussion of social processes such as trade.
My understandingis that "the New Guinea Highlands" Tryingto recapturean idealized model of Highlandsso(and, beforethat, "the Central Highlands" or "Central cieties at some generalized,undefined(but apparently
North New Guinea" [Nelson I98 2:1I2I]) was originally precolonial)pointin time would seem to overlookmore
a set of colonial administrativeand political boundaries than a half-century
of historyand change.
list of social
I would include on a more contemporary
and eventuallycame to serve the needs of government
officials,gold miners,census takers,variousexploratory linkages the irreversiblechanges wroughtby the colopatrols, and anthropologists.Hays argues that since nial and postindependencegovernments.How about
those days it has changedfromwordson an administra- groups that grow coffee,drink alcohol, gamble with
tive map to a murkyanthropologicalconcept. He ably cards, work on plantations,join the army,go to the
demonstrateshow confusingthat concept is, and I am university,travel as tourists, drive Toyota pickups,
leftwonderingwhetherthe Awa in the Eastern High- watch videos? Here the social linkages (modern"trade
lands Province,whom I studied,are Highlands,fringe, routes"?) between village, township, and city can be
or Lowlands people. Their gardensand some houses are seen as a complexpatternofbehaviorsdynamicallycrescatteredover i,ooo m in altitude;some of theirbehav- ated in a much largernational or world system.If we
iors resemble those of otherHighlandersand some do focus solely on traditionand timelessness and ignore
not. Perhapstheyare all three-or none at all.
culture history and the contemporary,our academic
Hays raises but does not addressthe additionalepiste- view of Papua New Guinea will undoubtedlyremain
mologicalproblemof how conceptsin human language fuzzy.
We seem to have come full circle: the New Guinea
can everadequatelyrepresent"reality."He suggeststhat
"the New Guinea Highlands" should more accurately Highlandsis a convenientlocational termfordesignatareas but severely
be considered,because of its physical and culturalhet- ing known political/administrative
as a fuzzyset. I am not thoroughly
convinced flawedas a usefulanalyticalconcept.I applaud Hays for
erogeneity,
that this is not some kind of semantic sleight-of-hand raisingthis issue, but he has not resolvedit.
and thatthe olderconceptsof"region"or "culturearea"
did not allow forintra-arealheterogeneityand flexible
borders.But a furtherproblemarises when one triesto ERIC HIRSCH
elucidate what specifictraits,characteristics,or behav- Departmentof Human Sciences, Brunel University,
iors are associated with one fuzzyset and not another. Uxbridge,Middlesex UB8 3PH, England. 9 XI 92
Conceptually,"the New Guinea Highlands" and "the
fringe,"for example, are not equivalent to "red" and Hays suggeststhat the comparativeethnography
of the
"off-red."Cultural characteristicsmay change,interact New Guinea Highlands has failed to address the issue
with one another,appear and disappear in ways that ofhow thelocal inhabitantscreate,maintain,and ignore
color categoriesdo not. I do not findthe idea of a fuzzy boundariesand thatto do so we need "new ways offramset more explanatorythan the older terms.
ing our questions." Given this conclusion,it is surprisHays emphasizes thatanthropologistsshould concen- ing that he does not draw on Marilyn Strathern'sThe
tratemoreon processthanon morphology,
on what peo- Genderof the Gift(I988). Not only is it a comparative
ple do ratherthan on what they are. Assuming,then, and syntheticaccount of Melanesian ethnography
(with
that we proceed with the notion of a fuzzy set, what its specific emphasis derived froma "highlands"/Mt.
specifictraitsshouldbe foundin thelist?Arewe to omit Hagen point of view) but it is directlyrelevantto the
factorssuch as altitude,populationsize and density,and main theme of Hays's paper. In fact,his closing words
abstractionssuch as patrilinealitybecause people don't could in many respectsbe read as the startingpoint of
do these things?(Or do they?)Should we look insteadat Strathern'sbook.
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Most ofHays's conclusionswithregardto the comparative accounts of the "Highlands" have been rehearsed
in the literaturehe cites, but he has done us a service
in bringingthem togethersystematically.To summarise: (i) It is difficultto reach agreementas to what
constitutes"the Highlands" when analysis is based on
single and/ormultiple factors(e.g., environment,demography,economics,etc.). (2) Fromone vantagepoint
societies may appear similar,but on closer inspection
thisseeminghomogeneitydissolves,leadingto theidentificationof "core" and "marginal" areas. (3) Most anthropologistsneverthelessacknowledgethe continuing
usefulnessof the concept. (4) Its vaguenessor fuzziness
is part of a more generalcognitiveconditionsharedby
Highlanderand anthropologistalike-in other words,
unavoidable. What can be avoided, however,is definition of "the Highlands" in essentialistterms,which has
focusedattentionon issues ofmorphologyto therelative
neglectof inter-and intraregionalprocess.
An altemativestrategyproposedby Hays and recently
acknowledgedby others(cf.Gell i992) is to give greater
attention to linkages between areas formed through
trade.One reasonforthe relativelack of scholarlyprogress in this area is the conditionsgeneratedby the adventofa colonial and mission presencethroughoutMelanesia: tradebecame less apparentbecause ofthe influx
of both European manufacturedgoods and traditional
goodsimportedbyEuropeans.The energiesand interests
of local inhabitantswere focused elsewhere.As urban
and the circulationofmoneybecentres,cash-cropping,
came established, for example, a transformationoccurredin the objects deployedin ritualand ceremonial
exchange(cf.Hirsch I990). Nevertheless,the existence
tradenetworkshas been establishedfor
ofwide-ranging
particularvaluables by Healey (I980) and Hughes (I977),
and Hays (I990) has traced a link between the Huli of
theSouthernHighlandsand thepopulationsofthe south
coast. This is evidence for long-standinglinkages between areas oftenthoughtof as separateand relatively
autonomous.
Hays asks rhetoricallywhy the result has not been
homogeneityor uniformity,but I contend that these
wide-ranginglinkages have in fact produceda kind of
This is where I see Marihomogeneityand uniformity.
lyn Strathern'saccount as being of centralimportance.
On the basis of a comparativeanalysis of ethnographic
materialfromdiverse "regions" of Melanesia, she has
suggestedthat Melanesian societies share an aesthetic
(I988:34I). She warns against assumingthat this is the
residue of a common past (p. 342). Rather,it reflects
these societies' being outgrowthsand developmentsof
one another-implicated in one another'shistory."Specific formscome not fromgeneralizedones but from
otherspecificforms"(cf.Kulick i992 forlinguisticparallels). Thus the wide-rangingtradenetworksdescribed
by Hays at once affirmthese shared conventionsand
sustain them fromdiverseperspectives.To phrase this
in terms closer to Strathern's,they highlightdistinctions and obscure the common set of conventionsthat
underliesthem (cf.O'Hanlon i992).

We cannot account forthe emergenceand operation
adduced both by anthroof the boundaries/differences
pologistsand by the inhabitantsof Melanesia until we
have grappledwith the nature of these shared conventions. We must also be aware of how our Westernconventionsimpingeon what we come to see as a "probI988:3I8-23).
lem" in thefirstplace (Strathern

Harris

has arguedthat repeatedattemptsto account for
the originof writingover the centurieshave failed for
the simple reason thatno one has providedan adequate
answer to a preliminary(but largelytaken-for-granted)
question:what is writing?Similarly,we cannottracethe
historical consequences of the wide-ranging"interactions"highlightedbyHays byassumingthatMelanesian
socialityis a versionofWesternsociality;we must first
establishthe conventionsimplicitin these interactions.
Hays is arguingthat instead of looking at Melanesian
societies or regions we should examine the links betweenthem;Strathernis suggestingthatwe call "societies" and "regions"in this culturalcontexthave a shared
feature:the linkages at once produce and are a product
of this commonality.
(I986)

DAN

JORGENSEN

Departmentof Anthropology,Universityof Western

Ontario,London,Ont.,Canada N6A 5C2. 6 XI 92

Hays tackles the imprecisionof the "Highlands" categoryin Papua New Guinea ethnographyand criticizes
recent comparative work centred on this. Exposing
weaknesses in our customaryways of lumpingcultures
together,he shows that anthropologistssometimesdisagreeabout which culturescount as Highlandscultures
and thatwe are oftenunclear about the contentsof the
packagewith the Highlandslabel. Worse,the Highlands
designationmay blind us to linkages across zones, obscuringwider processes-trade, for example. Reifying
the Highlandscategorymay also producea sortof "secondaryOrientalism" by a reflexlumpingof remaining
Papua New Guinea cultures as "the Lowlands." For
these reasons I think Hays has done us a service,and
effortsto
much of what he says fitswith contemporary
dissolveold anthropologicalcategories.But despitefears
ofmakingessentialistmistakesI thinkwe can continue
to finduses forthe Highlandscategoryand othersof its
kind.
Hays talks about the troublewe have decidingwhere
theHighlandsbeginand end,but maybethisisn't as bad
as he thinks.For one thing,it's not clear that we need
to thinkofthe Highlandsas beingsharplycircumscribed
afterthe fashionof provincesor states-we've known
about dialect chains, and so on, fora long time,and the
fuzzinessofthe Highlandsset should not in itselfthrow
us offbalance. More interesting,
however,the fuzziness
Hays discusses is not uniform,and I suspect that most
of us would perceive some of the edges to be relatively
sharp(e.g.,the boundarybetweeneasternHighlandsand
the Anga peoples). I think we should be curious about
betweensharpedgesand
such things,and differentiating
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hazy zones is encouragedby attemptsto describe culturalareas.
I also thinkwe can learn a lot by asking more questions about where the notion of the Highlands comes
fromand what kind of life it leads today. For example,
a look at Papua New Guinea's historyshows that the
extensionof colonial controlinto the Highlandsforced
a massive reorientationof colonial policy (see Downs
I980 fordetails).This was not merelya matterofgeography:the densityand scale of the Highlandspopulations
quicklyled to administrativearrangements
markingthe
Highlandsoffas a regiondistinctfromthe restof Papua
and New Guinea, a historymirroredin today's provincial boundaries.Not all mountainpopulations-for example,thepeoples west ofthe Stricklandor in the Owen
Stanleys to the east-elicited this kind of treatment.
This suggeststo me thathistoricalcontingenciesplayed
a role in shapingour notions of the Highlandsbut also
that the existence of the Highlands as a regionis not
simplythe productof anthropologicalpigeonholing.
I can thinkofat least two otheruses forthe Highlands
label, and followingthese lines up mightbe more difficult if we decided that there was no wheat lurking
among the chaff.The firstuse is historiographic:any
account of anthropologicalwork in Papua New Guinea
that failed to recognize a "Highlands period" would
surelybe missing somethingbig. Postwar Melanesian
ethnographymoved to centre stage when the New
Guinea Highlands were found to be located outside of
Africa(Barnes i962). The second use turnson the suggestion that we make a suitably indigenousformour
focus by turningour attentionto the Pidgin termhailans. Hailans is a Papua New Guinea folkcategorythat
has acquireda lifeof its own quite independentofwhat
have to say; looking to its regionaland
anthropologists
(novel,fuzzy)ethnicimportmay serveas a usefuldiversion fromthe ethnographically
parochialpreoccupation
with My Village (vs. Yours).
In the end, I would be reluctantto do without the
Highlandslabel because I thinkit can tell us something
real about the cultures we are looking at-cultures
which, afterall, are not all entirelyunique or equally
different
fromone another.
BRUCE

M.

KNAUFT

Departmentof Anthropology,
EmoryUniversity,
Atlanta, Ga. 30322, U.S.A. 27 x 92
Hays's premise that the New Guinea highlands is a
fuzzyset is compellinglydocumentedand beyond dispute. Below I push fartherthe implicationsof his pregnant analysis and exploreits inherenttensions.
"The New Guinea Highlands" is obviously a prototo fitvarious
typethat has been configureddifferently
researchers'analyticagendas. The question Hays raises
by implicationis important:what largerhistoricaland
theoreticalbiases have informedit? As Appadurai(I986,
I988) has suggested,the pairingofname and place labels
in anthropologyitself has a history.At particularpe-
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riods,certainareas become "hot" forstudyingcurrent
topical and theoreticalissues. A given topical emphasis
can easily be reifiedand magnifiedby ethnographichistory,itselfcoming to definethe region.The firstmajor monographsbecome "classic" and imprintthe perception of later studentsand comparativeresearchers.

Thus,in the I950S to I970S, "the New GuineaHigh-

lands" became a hothouse for studies of big-man
politics, competitivegift exchange, pre-statewarfare,
loosely structuredclanship,pre-stateagriculturalintensification,and sexual antagonism.These featureswere
in various guises present there, but their reification
as anthropologicalcategoriestended to configure"the
Highlands" as a static precolonial ethnographicregion
definedin significantpart by oppositionto otherareas
ofMelanesia in which its "typical" traitswere assumed
to be attenuatedor absent.Thus "the Highlands"is conto contrastparticularpatternsofleadfigureddifferently
ership,gender,exchange,or subsistencewith those in
the Sepik,lowland south New Guinea, the Massim, and
so on (e.g.,Lawrenceand MeggittI965; Herdtand Poole
Lindenbaum I984; Whitehead I986; Feil I987:
i982;
chap. 7). As the Annales historian Marc Bloch recog-

nized (I97I[I9I3:I2-2),

the verynotionof a regionde-

pends on the theoretical problems one is concerned
with. Withoutdenyingthe importanceof comparative
studies, these interregionalcontrasts are increasingly
beingquestioned and put in historicalperspective(e.g.,
1990;
Godelierand Strathern1990; M. Strathern
Strathern
I990; KnauftI993).

A.

Hays's pointthatfuzzy-setregionscall formorerather
than less specificationof concrete ethnographiccontoursdeservesemphasis. It points to a creativetension
in his paper between the use of principledcriteriato
identifyethnographicregions and the tracingof networks and processes that crosscut them. Exactly how
these competingviews should be balanced is a key and
unansweredquestion. Hays appearsto advocate the latter,but too much emphasis on these networkscarries
the dangerof obliteratingwhat is distinctiveto particular ethnographicregions.
One approachmightbe neitherto assertdogmaticregional boundariesnor to ignorethem but ratherto be
clear why a given geographicregionis appropriateas a
unit of analysis. Not all the interestingrangesof variation can be supposed to line up withina certainregion.
This reflexivemove can at the same time allow us to be
moreratherthanless empiricallyspecificin ourcompar-

isonsand contrasts
(KnauftI993).

Much currentdisagreementin the assertion of regional characteristicsand definitionscomes fromconflict over scales and purposes of analysis: large-scale
generalitiesand characterizationsseem inadequate to
characterizea regionwhen its rangeofinternalvariation
is more closely consideredand the scale of analysis is
reduced.Further,it would be foolishto be constrained
by regional contours appropriateto previous ethnographicinterestsor time periods, because indigenous
networksand regionsthemselvesproliferate
and change.
That regionslike the Highlandsare fuzzymeans neither
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NarrowingHays's
of,shall we say, makinga difference.
prescription,I would suggestthat we centerour attention on indigenous comparativediscourses,a topic already elaborated in studies, for example, of "gender,"
"exchange," and "myth" (Lederman iggoa, b, I99I,
Whenwe do so, we learnthatthe "same"/"differi992).
in
ent" relationis organizedand deployed"differently"
local practice and in anthropologicalanalysis. Understandingthis means reworkingour whole comparativist
game: if our "medium" ends up obviatingour (their?)
"message" ("medium"?),at the least we oughtto have
RENA LEDERMAN
intendedthat effect!Failing to understandit, we run
PrincetonUniversity,
Departmentof Anthropology,
the riskof "essentializing"social processesjust as Hays
Princeton,N.j. o8544, U.S.A. I3 XI 92
suggests we have "essentialized" regions. Social proAs Hays argues,the use of regionalcategoriessuch as cesses will also be misrepresentedas homogeneous,
"the New Guinea Highlands" in anthropologicalworks ahistorical,and systemicso long as we insiston presentimplies (and too oftenasserts)that the peoples referred ing theirmeaningsas unitary,adjudicated,and authorito (i) are culturallyhomogeneous(thatis, theircommu- tative. Having downed the disciplinarydragon of Renities are "similar"), (2) share (in some sense) histori- gionalism, we may find ourselves set upon by the
cally stable,autochthonoustraits,and (3) can be under- social-theoreticsnake of a certainkind of Objectivism
stood as isolates (that is, studied as if their"linkages" (Bourdieu's"practice" being of no greathelp here).
"Trade" is a good case in point (Ledermann.d.). As
with outsiderswere irrelevant).I applaud Hays forhis
as we take it upon ourselvesto determinethat an
long
for
conhave
no
basis
that
we
demonstration
persuasive
sidering"the New Guinea Highlands" an ethnographic interactionis "trade" and thengo on to compareit with
"region"in these senses, but I urgehim to take his cri- "similar"acts elsewhere,it will end up beingas incoherbound- ent an analytical categoryas "the New Guinea Highand shifting,
tique farther.Indeed,heterogeneity
"linkages" are to be expected given lands." But we already"know" better(even if we don't
ary-engendering
what we know about Melanesian symbolic and social always recognizethe knowledgeas such). A readingof
inventiveness
(e.g.,WagnerI972, 198I, 199I; Strathernany number of monographs (e.g., Malinowski I1922,
I988). Whatis more,we should expectculturaltransfor- GewertzI983, GodelierI986, Healeyi990) revealsthat
mations at all orders of regional magnitude(as Hays one person's "trade" may be his partner's "gift exof identifying change"; that one person'sasymmetricalexchangemay
hints in his remarksabout the difficulty
coherentcultural "cores" such as "Enga"). Melanesia be the other's reciprocity;that one's party's external
heteroge- boundarymay be the other's internalrelation.Mutual
may be even more, and more interestingly,
of one another's
mistranslationsand reinterpretations
neous than he thinks.
understanda
towards
As
is
mundane.
forms
step
social
Hays is rightto reinforcethe point (also made by Appadurai I986, Fardon I990, and others)that our disci- ing how Melanesian social process maintains "differpline encouragesus to reproduceanalyticallyloaded re- ence" (ratherthan producing hegemonic or encomgional categories.He believes that we would be better passing structuresof relationshipor larger"regions"),
servedby a shiftfrom"morphology"to "process." This we need to acknowledge the typicalityof decentered,
in our accounts in the very
is an attractivesuggestionon its face, but we need to asystemictransformations
recognizethat the same problems Hays has identified ways we juxtapose local constructionsof eventsand inin our treatmentof "morphology"also exist with re- teractions.
The question,then,is not why this or thatregion"is
spectto "process" (and,conversely,thatthereare better
approachesto "morphology"thanthoseHays criticizes). not larger"but how any "region" is made to appear in
Our sharpest(but dangerouslyrecursive)challengeis to thefirstplace. The same goes for"processes."In answerexpose and then reworkthe relationshipbetween our ing these questions, we must take care to distinguish
own comparativediscourses (whetherabout "morphol- our own discursiveinterestsand those of Melanesians.
Then we mightadvance Hays's criticalcontributionby
ogy" or "process") and indigenoussocial practice.
disciplinarywriting
Hays has highhopes for"process." In studiesofsocial exploringthe potentialof different
"linkages" regional distinctions like Highlands/Low- styles to "translate" these interestswith the subtlety
lands become irrelevant,and our attentionshiftsfrom theydemand.
familyresemblances and the like and to "difference"
Welsch, Terrell,and
and "boundaries." Hays reaffirms
Nadolski's (I992) importantpointthatsocial interaction EDWARD LI PUMA
may deliberatelyreproducedifferencein New Guinea, DepartmentofAnthropology,Universityof Miami,
and he assertsthat in orderto understandwhy regions Coral Gables, Fla. 33124, U.S.A. 2 xi 92
(zones of similarity)are so small we need to understand
Hays makes the importantand persuasive argument
why and how people create and maintainboundaries.
I agree thoroughlywith the importancein Melanesia thatno criterialfeatureor set of featureswill allow us
that all ethnographyis relative nor that inalterable
boundariesmust be imposed. Arguably,it is important
to maintaina creativetensionbetweenthe heuristicdelineation of regions and the analysis of networksand
processesthat crosscutthem.
Hays's paperis effectivein raisingissues and possibilities; it is now up to us to develop and concretelyuse
them.
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to delineateunambiguouslythe internalcharacteristics First,focusingon what people do, while certainlycenor limits of "the New Guinea Highlands." Though ana- tral, can never explain the organizationof trade, the
lysts oftensettle on a varietyof featuresrangingfrom formof ceremonial exchange,or other structuralrelaelevation to ceremonial exchange and pig husbandry, tions.When agentsmake an exchangeor negotiatetheir
thesefeaturesare neitherdiagnosticnorpredictive.The identitytheydo so froma determinatepositionwithin
crucial implicationis that those who believe that "the an objectivesocial field(e.g.,the definitionand history
New Guinea Highlands" is anythingmore than an ana- of a clan and the dispositionsinculcated in clan memlyticalconstructare confusingthe logic of science with bers).Second,focusingon action cannotexplainthe constructionand politics of identity,how peoples come to
the logic of social formations.
Hays's paper calls attentionto a submergedbut long- identifyand representthemselves as Simbu, Kuma, or
standingproblemin the anthropologyof New Guinea Enga, and how terms like "Highlander" have entered
societies: though the characterof its analytical object into the political discourseand the makingofthe Papua
oftendeprivesit of a sense oflimits,theoryand method New Guinea nation-state.It also cannot explain why a
presumethat real limits exist and that anthropologists certainpolitics of identity(e.g., a vitae which specifies
can craftnotionsofregionaland culturalclosure.Oppo- "the New Guinea Highlands" as my area of expertise)is
sitionssuch as HighlandsversusLowlands,fringeversus vital to anthropologicaldiscourse,recognition,and posicore,and termssuch as "externaland intercultural"are tion takingwithinthe field.
Analystswho focuson what people are and thosewho
the epistemologicalinstrumentationforattainingsuch
closure. However, this viewpoint not only takes too focuson what people do have thisin common:theyboth
much forgrantedbut masks the processof construction graspsocial practicein termsof what is directlygiven
identity.The Maring(usuallycited as to ordinaryexperience.But what if "the New Guinea
ofcultural/ethnic
a fringegroup)offera criticalexample.Collective identi- Highlands" were more akin to a solar systemin which
ties such as Maring(an imposed ratherthan indigenous the orbit of any one culture is definedby the gravitaname) as opposedto specificclan and clan-clusteridenti- tionalpull and push ofall the others?Whatifthe reality
ties did not exist prior to the incorporationof Papua oftheHighlandswere nothingless thana set ofcultural
New Guinea "within" a nation-state(such as Australia). spaces definedby theirinteraction?On this view, "the
Further,the limits or boundariesfora givencultureand New Guinea Highlands" would not be reducibleeither
graded.The clan cluster to objectivecriteriaor to what people say about themlanguageare characteristically
at Kandambiampis comprisedof both Maring and Ka- selves (e.g.,definingthemselvesas Highlanders),and the
lam (culturallysimilar,linguisticallydistant)peoples. In aim of analysis would be to constructthe ethnographic
thisregard,Maringcultureflowsinto and overlapswith space that would allow us to grasp the wide range of
Kalam culture(LiPuma i988), and the same may be said variationobservedthroughoutPapua New Guinea. In a
forMaring and Manga culture at the other end of the relationalanalysis such as this,therewould be no such
thingas a peripheral,marginal,or fringesociety; there
valley.
There are several ways for anthropologiststo deal would only be societies that more or less share degrees
Though the notionoffuzzy
withtheissue ofclosure.Ifclosureis theobjective,Hays of sameness and difference.
maintains, we need explicit principled criteria for sets is an improvementon conventionalviews, I would
boundingthese categories,and we need to apply them arguethatthe tropeof"sets" itselfshouldbe abandoned.
in a systematicway so that both inclusions and exclu- Pushed to its limits, an anthropologyof Papua New
sions are adequately motivated and consistentlyexe- Guinea does not need to focus on what people do as
cuted. Such a search forlimits stems fromthe a priori opposed to what theyare; it needs to dissolve thatvery
assumptionthat structuraland functionallinkages be- distinction.The "people" in "what people are and do"
tween"highland"and "lowland" societies,betweenone includes anthropologists.
cultureand another,and betweenthecentraland peripheral groups that comprise a given culture are external
ratherthan constitutiverelations.This is problematic EUGENE OGAN
preciselybecause what we need to determineis how the DepartmentofAnthropology,Universityof
relationsbetweengroups,cultures,and regionsgenerate Minnesota,Minneapolis,Minn. 55455, U.S.A. 6 xi 92
structuresthat permit socially objective categoriesto
scholarlycritiqueof some of the anHays's thoughtful,
emerge.
Hays concludes that we need new ways of framing thropologicalwritingabout Papua New Guinea could
the issues. He asks what would happen if we rejected not come at a more appropriatetime. Pacificanthropolessentialistapproachesto "the New Guinea Highlands" ogyis hardlyimmune to currentattackson essentialist
and stoppedsearchingfordiagnosticcharacteristics.He portrayalsof other societies or large sections of the
suggeststhat we shiftfromsocial morphologyto pro- world.Indeed,conceptsonce consideredas basic as that
cess, changingour analytical focus from"what people of"Melanesia" seem now to obscureratherthanillumiare to what people do (e.g.,trade,engagein ceremonial nate our studies (e.g.,Green i99i). What makes Hays's
valuable is thathe does not simplycriticize
exchange . . .)." But this reformulation(derivedfrom contribution
Barth)does not,I would submit,go farenoughor answer but also points to ways in which our researchmightbe
the criticalquestions that surroundthe issue of limits. betterfocussed.
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I am not normallysympatheticto importingterms ANDREW STRATHERN
from other disciplines when anthropologyis already DepartmentofAnthropology,Universityof
burstingwith jargon, but "fuzzy set" seems benign Pittsburgh,Pittsburgh,Pa. 15260, U.S.A. 27 x 92
enough, especially since Hays makes clear that this
is a general human "information-processing
strategy." Hays's insertionof detailed definitionalchecking and
Ratherthan attemptto answerthe question in the arti- cognitiveset theoryinto the discussion of the "Highcle's subtitle,however,I would preferto underscoreand lands societies" is welcome and timely,functioningas
amplifyslightlyin a comparative context the points a device forclearingthe groundforanotherapproach,
made about historyand process in Pacificethnography. the studyof processratherthan morphology.I add here
A failure to take adequate account of historical threecomments.
processes in ethnographyis hardly confined to New
The creation and acceptance of "the Highlands" as
Guinea, althoughstudiesofthe area providemoreexam- a region may owe much more to administrative(and
ples than Hays has time to recount.(A particularlytell- subsequentlyinterethnic)usages than we have tended
ing one appearsin Godelier's filmabout the Baruya;my to notice. "The Highlands" was originallyassociated
undergraduatestudents are always amused by the an- with the patrolsof J.L. Taylor and the Leahy brothers
thropologist'sembarrassedadmission that only belat- and its extension marked in a sense by the limits of
edly did he learn that the large pig herds he counted those patrols; tacked on were the patrolsof JackHides
were a recentphenomenon,occurringonly afterthe in- into what later became known as the SouthernHightroductionof steel tools.) The argumentof a recentvol- lands. Later,in postwaryears,the area was definedby
ume edited by James Carrier (I992; see also Keesing the creation of a Highlands District, which was then
i990:i58) is preciselyto highlightthe inadequacyofde- progressivelysubdivided.The ethnographers
who were
scriptionsof lifein New Guinea and the SouthwestPa- firstpermittedto work in this area themselvesby accicific generallythat do not perceive and analyze those dent providedthe "cultural core" for the area or "reculturalfeatureswhich certainlyreflectthe incursions gion" byworkingin a numberofplaces identifiablewith
of a largerworld system.
major languages in which recognizable "prototypical"
However,as Hays makes clear (e.g.,in his citationof similarities among institutionscould be found (viz.,
Hughes I978), innovationand change did not wait for Gahuku-Gama, Enga, Melpa, Kuma, Chimbu, Mendi,
the arrivalof Westernersto shape the culturesof Mel- Huli). The categoryof "region" or pseudo-regionwas
anesia (if one may still use that shorthandterm).The built up by cumulative practice,then, ratherthan by
isolated Stone Age tribeignorantof any otherhumans any logical criteriathat could produce a "hard" rather
may still have a place in supermarkettabloids, but it than a fuzzyset. Given this,it was obviouslyhightime
has no place in ethnography.
Inasmuch as moderneth- to deconstructthe "region" in analytical termswhile
nographybegins with an account of interisland ex- recognizingthat it has today an administrative,politichange in New Guinea waters,it is embarrassingthat cal, and interethnicsignificancethathas a lifeofits own
today'spractitionersstill need to be reminded"to view apart fromour academic concerns. Hays runs a retrothe tribalworld as comprisingregionalsystems"(Kees- spectiveanalyticaleye over contemporary
academic using I990:I53). Components and links within such sys- age and findsit wanting; the explanation of how this
tems are an obvious place to startinvestigation.
fuzzyusage has come about could be givenonlyby tracPerhaps more pressingthan any problemof drawing ing the developmentof the discursivepracticeswhich
boundariesbelieved to reflect"the real world" in New have formedusages historicallyand outside of the acaGuinea or elsewhereis that of drawingthe most useful demic domain. That problemswould eventuallyemerge
boundariesaround our descriptions.Even if we follow is shown even at the heart of the originalprototypical
Hays's sound advice to approach certainissues froma enterpriseas exemplifiedin JohnBarnes's (i962) query
"village-outward"perspective,it is not clear,at least to concerningAfricanmodels: we can see fromthisalready
me, what shape(s) our ethnographiesmightthen take. that the Huli as describedby Glasse seemed not to fit
One can easily see thatinternationalmarketslink Bou- the accounts given for the Enga, Melpa, Chimbu, and
gainvillecocoa growersto the Chicago Board of Trade, Mendi. We can discernthe strainingfora shareddomain
but it is hard to visualize the appropriateway to write of comparative discussion also in Mervyn Meggitt's
about that kind of systemwithoutlosing sightof those (i964) earlyattemptto comparesexual practicesand atislanderswhose storieswe most want to tell. Nor do I titudesregardingmenstruationacross the then "core"
find much help in the pronouncementsof those who of "the Highlands,"which included the "EasternHighmostloudlyclaim to know the answer(e.g.,Cliffordand lands" cases. Meggitt'singenuitywas severelytaxed in
to delineate contrastingpracticesnot onlybethe effort
Marcus I 986).
Nevertheless,the challenge to move fromthe ethno- tween "the Enga" and "the Kuma" but also between
graphicpresentto historicalunderstanding-frommor- the"western"and "eastern"Highlanders(thus"prudes"
phologyto process in Hays's terms-cannot be ignored. versus "lechers" as against cases in which elsewhere
For those who would meet this challenge in writing separatedsyndromesof attitudesappearedto runin tanabout the Pacificislands and theirinhabitants,salutary dem). Along with most of us at the time, Meggittwas
ground-clearingexercises like the present article are engagedin a kind of comparativebricolage,takingdata
most welcome.
as he could findthem within an assumed culturaluni-
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verse.Laterworkwas bound to make difficulties
forthis fieldworkcarriedout in i99i by G. Sturzenhofecker
and
early enterprise,hence the proliferationof margins, myselfin one tiny but morphologicallystrategiccorand (potentially)rivalcores thatoccurredsubse- ner of the supposed Highlandshas amplydemonstrated
fringes,
quently.Perhapsthe onlyoverallframeworkthatin aca- the value of an antitypologizingapproach. In this fardemic termscould have influencedus was the linguistic westernpart of Duna-land, at least, it is necessaryto
pictureso rapidlydelineated by Stephen Wurm (i964) recognizeimportantlinks and parallelswith Ok peoples
and his colleagues at the Australian National Univer- west of the Stricklandand Papuan Plateau peoples to
sity. This definitelysuggesteda certain uniformityof thesouthas much as withtheHuli and Paiela peoples to
originsand perhapsfunctionedas an image-schemabe- theeast (cf.Strathernand Sturzenhofecker
n.d.,Biersack
yond its own limited intentions,forsince Boas it had n.d.). As linguists have found with regardto dialect
surelybeen known that language and culturewere not chains, we are dealing here with linked chains of culisomorphic.Perhaps,though,Hays could have discussed turalprocessesover time thatproducenot homogeneity
more explicitlythe linguistic picture-which also at but a mosaic ofpracticesand ideas in flux,and it is this
"the margins"can become fuzzy,as withthe ambiguous process that we need now to study in detail. In the
classificationof the Duna language either in the East course of our doing so, regionsmay disappearand reapNew Guinea Highlandsor the South-WestNew Guinea pear in other guises and with overlappingconformaStock.
tions,but it will become evidentthatformanyreasons
The ambiguitiesofboundarieschosen as pointsofref- (demographic,
economic,religious,political)boundaries
erence can be seen clearly in a latter-daycomparative between them are always permeable and shifting,and
enterpriseto which Hays refersonlyin passing-the de- typologyis always dissolvinginto history.
bate regarding"big-man"versus "great-man"societies/
formsof leadership.The tack chosen in this work has JAMES F. WEINER
been to obliteratethe selective focus on the Highlands Departmentof Social Anthropology,Universityof
by bringingin cases fromelsewhere(e.g.,Orokaiva,Va- Manchester,ManchesterM13 9PL, England. 25 x 92
nuatu,Rossel Island,Mekeo, Arapesh)while concentratbetweenthe way we identify"the
ing on a chosen set of structuralvariables considered Whatis the difference
significantforthelongue dur6e.It is generallya produc- New Guinea Highlands" or the "Mountain Papuans"
tive strategy,but thereis a sense of strainin imposing and the way Hays elsewhere identifies"the Highlands
a single evolutionarymodel of a transitionfromgreat- sacredflutecomplex" (i988)? Does he make any less of
man to big-mancases; thereis therecursionofcompara- an appeal to characteristicsof membershipin his defitiveproblemswithinas well as betweencategories;and, nition of what afterall is as much an identifiedand
finally,thereis a strainin elevatingthe category"great- bounded "region" of anthropologicaldiscourse as "the
man" into a singleanalyticaltypein contrastwith "big- New Guinea Highlands"? What, in eithercase, are the
man," which itself had its prototypicalstart in the criteriaforidentifyingthe "sameness" of the traitsof
"core" oftheHighlandsand thusneverachievedanalyti- which such regionsare composed,whethersubsistence
cal rigoruntil it was suddenlyrangedagainstits latter- regime or origin myth?In which of the two cases is
day antitype.Indeed, it is arguablethat the beginnings thereless of an appeal to boundedness,discreteness,or
of this process can be discernedin a kind of structural systematicity?
What is the pointofcriticizingthe fuzzicontrast that applies between the "Melpa" and the ness of a conceptsuch as "the New Guinea Highlands"
"Anga," in spite of the modestvariationwithinthe for- when one does not also criticize the boundednessand
mer categoryand the much broadervariationnow dis- referential
limits of all the termsin the anthropological
cernedin the latter.The attemptto createa "hard" cate- repertoirewhich contributeto such a concept,includof leadership"tends to ing, for example, "patrilineality,""big man," "initiagoryof "great-mansociety/form
founderon the fuzzy shores of ethnographicand his- tion," "flute,""sacred," and "myth"?In any case, how
toricaldata. None of this implies that the exercisewas does the ambiguityor disagreementconcerningthe disnot worthwhile;it only underlinesthe hazards of any tinguishing
featuresofa termaffecttheuse ofthatterm?
comparativeenterprise,no matterwhat baselines are How can a case be made that full knowledgeof such
featuresis a prerequisitefor "correct" employmentof
chosen.
A shiftfrommorphologyto processwill certainlynot the term unless one has arbitrarilyand tautologously
enable us to recreatehard sets or units forcomparison specifiedbeforehandwhich featuresone will accept as
making.Instead,as Hays suggests,it can become a focus legitimate?
fortheorizingin itself.His deftand well-takensuggesIn short,Hays expresses doubt about the terms of
tionshereare much in line withones pursuedin a series currentclassificationswithout at the same time quesofsessions at theAssociationforSocial Anthropology
in tioningthe efficacyof the classificatoryprocess. With
Oceania yearlyconferencesfromI988 to I990. In these the authoritieshe cites, Hays confuses the notion of
sessions we explicitlytook the whole island of New family resemblance with the observation that many
Guinea as a unit ofreferenceand deliberatelyeschewed terms,academic or otherwise,have "fuzzyboundaries."
any concentrationon a single imputedregion,concern- "Fuzzy boundaries"is a characteristicofa termthathas
ing ourselvesratherwith concepts of flow and circula- no determinatetruth-value.But, as Norman Malcolm
tion such as were pioneered by JamesWatson. Later remindsus, the determinationoftruth-valueis notwhat
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the notion of familyresemblancewas intendedto address.To say,forexample,thatthe word"chair" applies
to a familyof cases is to say that thereis nothingcommon to all chairs which justifiesthe use of the label
"chair." It does not mean that thereis a familyresemblance common to all chairs. "Whenevera word is a
familyresemblancewordthereis no truegeneralization
thatdeterminesits extension.... If thereis no generalization determiningthe extensionofa predicatethereis

tialist" effortto isolate those traitswhich separatethis
regionfromthe surroundingareas. He clearlyshows the
problemsthatexist with this effort,
which has been the
focusof considerabletheoreticaldebate among Melanesianists. More important,he brings to our attention
what has been lost as Highlands specialistshave struggledto findan agreed-uponset oftraits.By searchingfor
what was common internally,we have ignored(i) the
heterogeneityof the region'scultures,(2) the influence
of colonial forces,and (3) the exchangesbetweenmounno 'truthrule'forthatpredicate"(MalcolmI978:4i6).
The whole notion of family resemblance was sug- tain and lowland communitiesthatwere a criticalpart
gestedby Wittgensteinpreciselyas a counterto the es- of regionalculturaldynamics.Hays asks how we could
sentialistnotions that are so carefullyeuphemized in have ignoredthese thingsfor so long and goes on to
the cognitivistwritingto which Hays defers.The intent advocate a shiftfromthe essentialistperspectiveto one
of the contributorsto The Mountain Papuans was pre- that emphasizes culturalprocess.
I believe that it mightalso be fruitfulto aim a prociselyto show that"traits"consideredspecificallycharacteristicoftheHighlands(e.g.,highpig-per-capita
ratio, cessual lightat ourselves.Byplacingtheworkofanthrohigh population density)were also found in societies pologistsin a historicalcontextwe mightbetterunderwhich otherwisehad verylittlein commonwith them. standthe disciplinaryfactorsthatled to the essentialist
It was a polemic deployedagainstjust such categoriza- effort.Given that it has now been 50 years since Reo
tions.
Fortune'spioneeringethnographicwork with the KaiHays calls attemptsto delineate bounded regionses- nantupeoples,thismay now be the timeforsuch reflecsentialist.But unlike his own essentialism,the squab- tion. The Highlands gained ethnographicsignificance
bles over Papua New Guinea regionsare a by-product afterWorld War II, when anthropologyhad reached a
ratherthan a goal of academic debate-a debate which stageofsome academic maturity.It was onlyjust beginconcerns the theoretical and ethnographicstatus of ning to be interestedin social change and still had the
thingslike reciprocity,gender,and language. In other tribalworldas its primaryinterest.What more inviting
ends of opportunity
could therehave been than an entirelynew
words,Hays fails to stipulatethe verydifferent
discussions of different
Papua New Guinea regions.As regionto investigate,and one that had only been "disdo Papua New Guineans themselves,anthropologists
of covered" within the precedingtwo decades? Theoretithis area articulate oppositional contrastsat different cally, the structural-functionalism
of Radcliffe-Brown
levels. Contrastsbetweenthe easternand westernhigh- came to dominateBritishanthropology
in the I 95os, and
lands are not automatically comparable to those be- what betterethnographic"laboratory"could therehave
tween highlandsand fringehighlands,and neitherare been forthe developmentof a science of society?In the
bydefinitionimplicatedin a broaderhighlands-seaboard United States in the I96os, cultural ecology came to
comparison.Hays's suggestionthat the terms of such have a significancesimilarto that of Britishstructuralcontrastsought to retain theirsignificanceat different ism, and the Highlands created opportunitiesfor the
scales is surelya most plangent studyof tribalenvironments.Hays should be in a good
levels and on different
essentialism.It implies that the termsof classification positionto commenton how these historicalfactorsafcould be strippedof theirrhetorical,didactic,and pre- fectedthe emergenceofthe "Highlands" category,since
emptiveuses withinan ongoingconversationamongPa- he has recentlyedited a volume of fieldworkrecollecIt
pua New Guineaists; but these uses, far from being tions.by many of the early Highland ethnographers.
somethingextrawhich pragmaticallyaltersor misrepre- may be that the fuzzy "Highlands" categorywas as
sentstheircore,semanticvalue, are the veryconditions much a culturalconstructemergentfromthe historical
under which such terms and those to which they are circumstancesofanthropologyas it was a set ofcultural
placed in opposition acquire meaning and force.Hays traitsreflectiveof the peoples of that region.
sees theambiguityand argumentsurrounding
the classificationofPapua New Guinea Highlandssocieties as an
undesirableby-productof the "fuzziness" of our terms
ratherthan as the very discursive situation towards
which we labour. Thereforehis comments do not addressor repairthe effectivetermsof debate about Papua
TERENCE
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Hays provides us with an insightfulcritique of the
"Highlands" category,calling into question the "essen-

I am gratefulto my colleagues fortheirthoughtful
commentson a paperI wrotewith some trepidation.Weiner
correctlypoints out thatI myselfhave writtenmuch in
the past about "the New Guinea Highlands" and may
have been as guiltyof "essentialism" as thoseI criticize.
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I am, then, understandablyanxious about any suggestion thatI have been pursuing,or at least writingabout,
a chimeraforthe past two decades. IfI had been a commentatorratherthan the authorof this paper,I would
have read it carefullyindeed.
Such a carefulreadingwould have disclosed,as nearly
all of the commentatorshave realized, that the main
focusof my paper is not in factthe highlandpeoples of
New Guinea but "the New Guinea Highlands."That is,
it is largelyabout a descriptiveand analyticconstruct,
hence my use of quotation marks in the title and
throughoutthe paper.My firstobjectivewas to present
a critiqueof how anthropologists(especially)have formulated and used the notion of such a "region." Then,
afterdiscussingsome ofthe problemswiththeseusages,
I proposed-too starkly,I now recognize-a shift in
our focus if we are to be successfulin addressingquestions that seem refractory
to analyses employingunits,
whethersocieties or regions,defined on the basis of
"traits"theypossess.
My critiquewas promptedin partby a practicalissue
raised by my impendingproductionof a new editionof
a bibliographyof "the New Guinea Highlands." In an
earlierversion(Hays I976 :vii) I notedthat"determining
the geographicalboundaries of 'the Highlands' is . . .
difficultsince these depend to some extent upon the
natureof the problem a researcheris tryingto solve."
to errby commissionratherthan omission,I
Preferring
opted to include "the Mountain Ok," speakers of languages of the Angan family,and the ("Bosavi") peoples
of the Great Papuan Plateau as well as the occupantsof
the centralcordillerain IrianJaya.Inclinedto make the
same choices again but mindfulof the needs of others,
I had the issue of scope forcedupon me anew: what
do anthropologistsusually mean by "the New Guinea
Highlands"? I thereforesurveyed recent, prominent
comparativeand syntheticstudies thatsignificantly
deployedthe phrasein orderto answermy question.
Thus, the object of my analysis was the "Highlands"
constructas it has been used in these types of works
ratherthan in the ethnographicliteratureper se. Harrison'schargeofunfairnessin mypurported"objection"
that ethnographershave been led "to misrepresent
thesesocietiesas homogeneous,ahistorical,and isolated
fromthe outsideworld" is, then,misdirected,since representationsin the ethnographicliteraturewere not my
directconcern.My argumentwas that highlandsocieties have oftenbeen so misrepresentedin the ethnological literature,but I would furtherassert that in many
ethnographiesthe "ethnographicpresent" is alive and
well and thathomogeneityis certainlyimpliedin common labeling practiceswherebydescriptivegeneralizations seem to be offeredabout whole language groups
on thebasis ofstudiesofsinglecommunities.Moreover,
the increasinguse of pseudonymousdesignationsportrayscommunitiesnot only as unconnectedto external
referencepoints and events but as unconnectable,except to "insiders" who know the fieldsites.
Since none of the commentatorshas eithertaken issue with my readingsand renderingsof the works sur-
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veyed or cited others to which my criticismsdo not
apply,I inferthat my depiction of the status of "the
New Guinea Highlands" as a descriptiveand analytical
constructis probablya fairand accurateone. Put simply,
"the New Guinea Highlands" is, in Hayano's words,"a
murky anthropologicalconcept"; in mine (emphasis
added),"as used in anthropologicaldiscourse,[it]exemplifieswell what cognitivepsychologistswould call a
'fuzzy set."' (Whetherhighlands societies necessarily
constitutea fuzzyset is a separatequestion,to which I
shall returnbelow.)
With respect to individual works, the constructis
murkyor fuzzybecause of failureto state what criteria
are definitivein assigningethnographiccases to the categoryor because of inconsistentor careless application
of the criteriachosen. Viewing the works collectively,
the murkinessbecomes perhapseven more consequential, since, given the varyingreferentialcontentof the
category(cases includedor excludedbyvariouswriters),
the growinglist of "traits"attributedto highlandssocieties is illusory.Aftersome 6o years of ethnographic
reportson thesesocieties,we mightexpecta cumulative
pictureof"the region"to have emerged,butwhen different writersreferto different
rangesof empiricalreality
when theytalk about "the New Guinea Highlands" we
are left,as I said earlyin thepaper,"wonderingwhat we
know afterall."
views on how all ofthis
Severalcommentatorsproffer
came to pass, but the question is most usefully addressedat two levels. First,human beginsare classifying
animals,and we continuallyseize upon perceivedsimito createworldsfilledwith catelaritiesand differences
gories-of "foods," "people," "societies," "regions,"
etc. LiPuma's suggestion"that the tropeof 'sets' itself
should be abandoned" is surelyfutile.The "epistemological problem"Hayano says I raise but do not address
"of how concepts in human language can ever adequatelyrepresent'reality"' is, ofcourse,a hoaryone and
one that people strugglewith in everydaylife as much
as in scholarlydiscourse.But life cannotbe put on hold
until it is solved to everyone'ssatisfaction.In doinganthropologyas in everythingelse, we create categories,
sets, and constructs,including"communities" as well
as "regions."While theremay be experientialdomains,
such as "natural kinds" in the biological world, that
constrainus in categoryformation(Atran i990), when
the focus of our interestappears not to come prepackaged in neatlybounded,clearlydemarcatedchunks,we
are prone to create "fuzzy sets." Ogan correctlyreads
me to be saying that the constructionof such sets is
"a general human 'information-processing
strategy."'
Thus, ratherthan "assuming that such categoriesare
Bad Things and need to be expungedfromanthropological discourse," as Harrisonputs it, I regardfuzzy sets
as probablyunavoidable componentsof our discourse.I
advancedthe notionof "the New Guinea Highlands"as
a fuzzyset not as an explanatorytool, as Hayano seems
to have understoodme to be doing,but onlyas a descriptiveone, hopingto drawattentionto thepitfallsofreifying what is only a constructthat takes its particular
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formfromthe interestsand prioritiesof those who in- to Jamesand VirginiaWatson, who went therefroma
vent it and to caution against "confusingthe logic of different
institutionalbase) and in the Gorokaarea (Kenscience with the logic of social formations"(LiPuma). neth Read and RichardSalisbury).Soon after,the "CenAs for the originsof the particularfuzzy set called tral Highlands" map was filled out with Paula Brown
"the New Guinea Highlands,"Brown,Hayano, Jorgen- among the Chimbu, Andrew and MarilynStrathernin
sen, LiPuma, and Strathernpoint to colonial admin- the Mount Hagen area, and others.Thus, as Strathern
istrators'actions, and Brown, Jorgensen,Knauft,and comments,"the ethnographers
who were firstpermitted
and in- to workin thisarea themselvesby accidentprovidedthe
Westermarkalso cite the role of anthropologists
stitutionalprograms.All of these observationsare well- 'cultural core' forthe area or 'region' by workingin a
taken,but what is therebyexplainedis open to debate. numberof places identifiablewith major languages." I
Administrators'demarcations of the "Central High- would add only that theydid so not "by accident" but
lands," other "districts,"and, later, "provinces" have because of methodologicaland theoreticalbiases that
neverbeen based on ethnographicsurveys(as anthropo- are long-standingin our profession.Among the bylogical "regions" purportedlyare), nor have they ever productsofthese choices were that(i) to the extentthat
social or culturalboundaries "fringesocieties" in facttend to have smallerand more
been presentedas reflecting
in any simple sense. Probably for this reason, as I scatteredpopulations,"marginalization"and even "bepointed out (n. 3), the anthropologistswhose works I nignneglect"were simultaneouswith "centralization,"
considered have not constructed "the New Guinea and (2) "traits"such as "big-manleadership"and "cereHighlands"followingpolitical boundaries.At the same monial exchange,"which tendedto be foundamongthe
time,one kindofunwitting"collusion" amongadminis- large,geographicallycentralpopulations,became reified
may have had as "Highlands traits"(Knauft).
trators,missionaries,and anthropologists
Harrisonperceivesme as suggesting"that we should
a greatdeal to do with the emergentsalience of certain
highland language groups and their elevation to the tryto stop thinkingin categoriesaltogether."That of
coursewould be, literally,humanlyimpossible.Ifhe has
"core"/as "prototypicalHighlanders."
Jorgensensuggests that "the density and scale of inferredthat I proposewe abandon the creationof conHighlands populations" was arguablya key factorin structssuch as "regions"forcomparativepurposes,then
"administrativearrangementsmarkingthe Highlands I was not clear in my paper. I share Knauft'sconcern
offas a regiondistinctfromthe rest of Papua and New thatan "emphasis on . .. networkscarriesthe dangerof
Guinea." I pointedout thatwhile writersdifferin their obliteratingwhat is distinctive to particular ethnoassignmentsof cases, thereis apparentconsensus that graphicregions,"and I keenly appreciatethe "creative
speakersof Enga (or at least Mae Enga), Melpa (around tension . . . between the use of principledcriteriato
Mount Hagen), Wahgi (Kuma), and Chimbu (especially identifyethnographicregions and the tracingof netthe Kuman dialect) are chartermembersof "the New worksand processesthatcrosscutthem." My trueposiGuinea Highlands," as some of the peoples in the Go- tion is thatboth goals are worthwhile.Amongthe comroka and Kainantu areas also tend to be. The fourlan- mentators,Strathernand Weiner do appear to reject
guage groups named are notably similar in that they regionalconstructsas unfoundedor at least unproducare very large by New Guinea standards. Moreover, tive, but when Strathern,citingthe "big-man"/"greattheirconstituentpopulationsoftenmanifestsomewhat man" debate,advocatesa focuson "structuralvariables"
higherdensities than do many others.Consequently,I regardlessof geographicalprovenience,he still must
would suggest,theywere perceivedas both logistically confront,as all comparativistsmust do, sampling as
easier to work with and promisinggreaterreturnsfor well as definitionalproblems. If Weiner's collection
the effortsof administratorsand missionaries.The cre- (i988) was "a polemic deployedagainstjust such categoationofa "CentralHighlandsDistrict"and thetargeting rizations" as "the New Guinea Highlands," I findthe
ofMount Hagen, the WahgiValley,the Chimbu Valley, advancing of another, similar category-"Mountain
and neighboringBundi forpioneeringmissionarywork Papuans"-an odd strategy.In any case, my goal was
not to "[down] the disciplinarydragonof Regionalism"
logicallyfollowed(see Hays I992).
When systematic programs of anthropologicalre- (Lederman) but to highlight and urge that we face
search in "the Highlands" were launched fromSydney squarely its inherentchallenges: in Harrison's words,
and the Australian National Universitybeginningin "to thinkmore carefullyabout the terms[Melanesianists] use."
I950 (mentionedby Brownand treatedat lengthin Hays
both programswere informedby "structural- Brown, Hirsch, Jorgensen,and Knauft suggest that
[i992]),
functional"agendas,as is noted by Westermark.Given there "really is" somethingdistinctiveabout, and dea majoremphasison social organizationand anthropolo- monstrablycommon to, the people who inhabitparticugists' long-termpreferencesforlargerpopulations,it is lar,boundableareas. Iftheywant to persuadeus of this,
not surprisingthat,fromI950 to I955, A. P. Elkin and the burdenis on them as it was on the authorsof the
S. F. Nadel senttheirstudentsand colleaguesto conduct works surveyedto address clearly the methodological
pioneeringfieldworkamong the Enga (MervynMeggitt questions referredto by Hauser-Schaublin: "why we
and Ralph Bulmer),the Mendi (D'Arcy Ryan),the Huli classify,what criteriaand methodswe use, . . . and . . .
(RobertM. Glasse), the Kuma (Marie Reay),and the Kai- whetherthe system of classificationchosen is consisnantupeoples (Catherineand Ronald Berndt,in addition tentlyapplied. " I agreewith Knauftthatwe need to be
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"more ratherthan less empiricallyspecificin our com- act witheach otheracross theboundariesimplicitin our
parisonsand contrasts"but also endorseHayano's cau- "morphological"constructs,we can gain insightinto
of' cod- "how the relations between groups, cultures,and retionarynote that"a simple 'absence of/presence
ing of behaviors to discern which activities might be gions generatestructuresthat permitsocially objective
characteristicof Highlands, fringe areas, and Low- categoriesto emerge"(LiPuma),or,as Ledermanputs it,
lands . . . will [or only may?] produce similaritiesthat "how any 'region'is made to appear in the firstplace."
are superficialand mask differencesthat are critical." Accordingto LiPuma, "Maring culture flows into and
Thus, mymain complaintregardingthe workssurveyed overlapswith Kalam culture . . . and Manga cultureat
was not that they were intrinsicallyill-conceivedbut the otherend ofthe valley," and Stratherncites "importhat these challenges and strictureswere too oftennot tantlinks and parallels" amongtheDuna, "Ok peoples,"
met satisfactorily.Rather than denyingthe potential "Papuan Plateau peoples," Huli, and Paiela. These ethvalue of "morphological" approaches, my point was, nographers'reportsexemplifywell what I considerto be
with Lederman, that "there are better approaches to one of the correctivesresultingfromour attentionto
"process": while for comparativepurposes, constructs
'morphology"'than those I criticized.
As I said in the paper,the reasonsforclassifyingsoci- such as "Maring," "Kalam," "Duna," etc., are perhaps
eties into "regions,"like the criteriachosen, will vary necessaryand useful (iftheyare carefullyand explicitly
with the interestsand prioritiesof the classifier.It was defined),theirreificationcarriesthe risk of "[falsifying]
not my intentto suggestthat comparativistshave used all we know of culturalinfluencesand change,relations
the "wrong" criteriain the past or that I know which withneighbors,and interculturalinteractions"(Brown).
are the "right" ones. As Hauser-Schaiublinrecognizes, Carefulattentionto linkages not only checks our im"what kindofclassificationis the rightone" will depend pulses towardsuch reificationbut also can help us unon "the contextand the purposeforwhich such studies derstandhow societies and regions,and not just "societare made." ContraWeiner'sclaim, I would not contend ies" and "regions,"acquire their distinctivecharacter.
"that the terms of classificationcould be strippedof For both ethnographicand wider purposes, I find Litheirrhetorical,didactic, and pre-emptiveuses within Puma's analogy an excellent example of the potential
an ongoing conversationamong Papua New Guinea- reconceptualizationsthat come from a shiftin focus
ists," but I hope and believe that as ethnographers
and such as that I proposed: "what if ["the New Guinea
comparativistswe are engagedin morethana "conversa- Highlands"]were more akin to a solar systemin which
tion" among specialists. Yet even in that "conversa- the orbit of any one culture is definedby the gravitation," we owe it to the peoples we are characterizing tional pull and push of all the others?"
and tryingto understand,as well as to each other,to
Linkages throughtradeare indeed "an obvious place
make the definitionalcriteriawe employand our appli- to startinvestigation"(Ogan) of "gravitationalpull and
cations of them explicit,principled,systematic,and ac- push," but thereare numerous othercandidates,some
curate.
of which have barely,or never, been tapped: warfare
In my discussion of a shiftfrom "morphology"to and alliance patterns;intergroupmarriage(sometimes
"process" in our research,I did not mean to advocate a across language boundaries)that entails not only gene
replacementof comparativestudies,nor did I intendto flow but "culture flow"; migrationand resettlement,
or as local copingstratesuggestthat"our researchmightbe betterfocused"with whethergovernment-sponsored
such a shift(Ogan, emphasis added). Rather,I meant gies (WagnerI97I, Waddell I975); the diffusionand synonlythatin the pursuitof some kinds of questions "re- cretic elaboration of decorationand dance styles (and
gions," and perhaps even "communities" and "societ- who knows what else?) that occurs throughsuch cataies," are inappropriateor misleadingunitsofdescription lysts as "the Highlands Show"; and the role of plantaand analysis.I cited engagingin tradeas one instanceof tion labor experiencesor even jail sentencesin the fos"what people do" that oftencrosses "regional" bound- teringor blurringof "ethnic boundaries"throughwhat
aries, but this was not intended as the only example Ledermancalls "indigenouscomparativediscourses."
As Ledermancautions, studies focused on "process"
worthyof attention,as Hirsch would have me say. Certainly,with respect to trade,Hauser-Schaublinis cor- have theirown problems,and we must not suppose that
rect in notingthat "this approachis not new forNew theyare simpleto conduct.Ogan expressesconcernthat
Guinea," and I would not claim authorshipofit, as Har- in a "village-outward"approach"it is not clear ... what
risonimplies.Nor would I claim that"focusingon what shape(s)our ethnographiesmightthentake." Obviously
people do ... can [ever]explain ... structuralrelations" the verydescription,let alone understandingand explaor the "politics of identity"(LiPuma, emphasis added). nation, of some phenomena is not well served by the
Focusingon "linkages" is a strategyfordiscoveringand model followed in typical communitystudies. Some
depictingwhat needs to be explained,includingsimilar- leads may be suggested by studies such as Finney's
ities and differencesamong the units chosen. Thus, as (II973, I987) of entrepreneurship
in the Goroka Valley
Strathernsays, a shiftfrom"morphology"to "process" or Sexton's (i986) of the Wok Meri movementin the
can "become a focus fortheorizingin itself."
Daulo Pass area. But,as in comparativestudies,we will
As I triedto suggestby alludingto boundary-creatingbe forcedto deal explicitlyand satisfactorily
withthorny
and boundary-maintaining
devices deployedby "ethnic issues of definition,measures, and delimitationof the
groups,"ifwe examine the ways in which people inter- scope of inquiryin terms of the cases to be included.
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We must be ever mindfulof the factthat,like "societies" and "regions,""networks"also are constructs,demandingcomparableattentionto why and how we create and use them.
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individuals,and Sfri8/DM 22 forstudentsfromAJEC,
S6minaired'Ethnologie,Universit6de Fribourg,Misericorde,CH-I7oo Fribourg,Switzerland.

Wanted
Cooperationfromcolleagues and institutionsconcerned
with researchon the Mediterraneanin a newly established Centre forMediterraneanStudies at the Institutum StudiorumHumanitatis,Ljubljana, Slovenia. The
work of the centrewill be focusedon the anthropology
and historyofthe Adriaticand otherregionsofthe Mediterranean.A Master's and Ph.D. programwill receive
its firststudentsin October I993. Anthropology'scharacteristictopics of kinship, friendship,gender,migrations,ethnicities,social conflict,etc.,will be coveredby
visitinglecturerswiththe appropriateregionalinterests.
The language of teaching will be English. The centre
will give priorityto networkingactivitiesaimed at establishingeffectivecollaboration with other research
institutions,offeringyoung Slovene anthropologists
opportunitiesto studyanthropologyabroad and to par-

ticipatein fieldworkin the Mediterraneanarea and elsewhere,and drawingattentionto Slovenia as a relatively
unexplored and promising ethnographicfield. Please
write: Iztok Saksida, InstitutumStudiorum Humani-

tatis,Riharjevai, SI-6iooo Ljubljana,Slovenia.

Contributionsto an internationalguideto anthropological resourcesin the process of compilationby the LibraryAnthropologyResource Group under the general
editorshipof Lee Dutton. The guide, to be published
by Garland in I994, will presentcurrentand detailed
informationon nonartifactanthropologicalresourcesin
major libraries,museums, and repositoriesthroughout
theworld.Please write:Lee Dutton,FoundersMemorial
Library,NorthernIllinois University,DeKalb, Ill. 6oi I 5,
U.S.A.

